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PREFACE

The purpose of this manual is to provide users of the Analysis

of Military ORganizational Effectiveness (AMORE) methodology with informa-

*! tion on the fundamental concepts, the associated computer software, and

the operational procedures required for its use. The methodology was

developed as a means to examine the ability of military units to re-

constitute capability as a function of time after experiencing degrada-

* tion of personnel and/or materiel. This manual is directed toward those

users who desire to employ the AMORE methodology as an analysis tool.

This manual has three chapters. Chapter I briefly discusses

military organizational assessment and the AMORE methodology. Defini-

tions of terms used throughout the manual are included in this Chapter.

Chapter 2 addresses the AMORE computer model. It contains the infor-

mation needed by the organizational analyst to develoo input data for

the AMORE model. This chapter also discusses the model output. Chap-

ter 3 contains the technical information (card formats, variable names,

etc.) needed to enter the input data into a computer.

The methodology discussed in this manual is applicable for

use with a number of computer systems. Each computer system has cer-

tain unique procedures which must be followed in order to successfully

process the AMORE program. The procedures in this manual are directed

* specifically to the UNIVAC 1100 system and the AMORE model implemented

at the Data Processing Field Office (DPFO) computer facility at Ft.

Leavenworth, KS.
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) CHAPTER I

THE AMORE METHODOLOGY

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the Analysis of Military Organizational

Effectiveness (AMORE) methodology is to assess military unit capability

as a function of time after suffering losses of assets. The method-

ology combines in-depth analysis of the unit's functions with a com-

puter model to characterize the response over time of the unit to a

simulated attack or other degradation. Not only does the AMORE method-

ology avoid the pitfalls which plague other methodologies, but it pro-

vides an improved measure of effectiveness for military organizations.

Most methods for quantifying unit combat effectiveness rely

almost exclusively on attrition counts. These methods determine the

number of personnel or items of materiel affected by some degrading

mechanism (e.g., conventional or nuclear munitions, peacetime readi-
ness shortfalls) and then use the counts to assess the resultant effec-
tiveness of the unit. Usually, some level of personnel attrition (e.g.,

thirty percent) is judged adequate to either defeat the target or to

result in some level of remaining capability. In some instances, a

level of materiel degradation is employed, while in others, both per-

sonnel and materiel levels of attrition are recorded and the analyst

is usually left with the task of somehow judging what that all means.

Even when both materiel and personnel counts are considered together,

they are rarely combined logically in a manner which leads to a cred-] ible measure of the unit's overall effectiveness.

Furthermore, equating attrition counts with canability levels
ignores the fact that unit effectiveness is a function of time. Usually,

I1-1



Srril4iarv in,: can increase capaoilit after at:acK cy recrcaniz:n;
its remaining resources. Failure to consicer unit recons:i:utior

leads to an inaccurate measure of unit effectiveness.

Figure 1-1 snows graphically the inadequacy of using a::ri-

tion counts to measure effectiveness. In this figure, different unit
responses are compared by plotting unit capability as a function of

time. Figure 1-1 clearly illustrates that different units inflicteo

with the same level of damage (attrition count) behave quite differ-
ently. Some units are impacted much more than others initially; more-

over, different units recover to different levels and do so at quite

different rates. The added dimension of the AMORE measure of effec-

tiveness highlights many more facets of a unit's capability. It is

clear that the results and conclusions obtained through the use of

AMORE will often differ in significant ways from those obtained by

simply measuring unit attrition.

The AMORE approach was conceived and designed specifically

to deal with the deficiencies described above. Accordingly, the method

possesses the following features:

0 Assesses the joint effect of personnel casualties
and materiel damage upon the organization.

* Measures effectiveness as a function of time after
the initial degradation.

1.2 AMORE METHODOLOGY OVERVIEW

The AMORE methodology provides a detailed analysis of an

organization. When using the methodology, organizational analysts

study the unit and its missions in order to incorporate both in the
measurement of unit capability. The unit capability measurements

obtained through the AMORE methodology are realistic measures of

L 1-2
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effectiveness for organizations wnicr consider tne interaction of Der-

sonne! and equipment over time. The metnocoogy -equires ioen:ifica-

tion of the functions which are needed in order to accompiish the mis-
sion. Personnel and materiel needed to perform each function are

divided into teams. Teams are constructed with the assets needed for

various levels of unit operational capability, and thus represent frac-

tions of unit capability. These teams are tnen reduced to essential

teams by stripping them of any people or equipment which are not abso-
lutely necessary for mission accomplishment.

Once the essential teams for the unit and mission under con-

sideration have been established, the unit is degraded and unit reor-

ganization begins. People and equipment who can adeouately perform

in other jobs (when given time to come up to speed at the task) are

reassigned to those jobs so that the unit can quickly come as close

to its pre-degradation level of capability as possible. The number

of essential teams available to the unit at selected times during the

reorganization process provides a measure of capability at those times.

An outline of the AMORE methodology is shown graphically in

Figure 1-2. The following text addresses this figure. The box num-

bers referred to in the text are the numbers in parenthesis in the

figure.

The first step in exercising the AMORE methodology is the

definition of the mission/posture combination (Box 1). The choice of

mission is fundamental to the establishment of essential teams (a re-

sult of the functional analysis, Box 2) and the posture is crucial

when establishing Probability of Degradation (PD) sets (Box 3). Often

in practice, a unit is studied in a variety of mission/posture combin-

ations by use of multiple sets of team requirements and the application
of multiple PD sets.

The functional analysis (Box 2) is a detailed study of both

the unit TOE (or other organizational representation) and the unit

()
1-4
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i ission. Initially. tne functions reauirec Dy tne mission are iden-i

fied and tne initial strengtns Of Dersonnel and materiel recuirec :y

tne TOE are specified. One of tne objectives of the functional analy-

sis is to relate the assets of the unit to the functions requirec by

tne missior. The assets are then partitioned into teams, i.e., incre-

ments of capability, each of which contribute to mission accomplishment.

The analyst must examine each of the teams and establish

which of the personnel and equipments in that team are absolutely

essential for mission accomplishment. Thus, as a hypothetical example,
the crew of an artillery battery might consist of a half-a-dozen per-

sonnel, but only four are absolutely essential for combat operation.

This minimum complement of personnel serves to define a "bare bones"

element. The "bare bones" elements are called essential teams. Note

that each essential team is comprised of both personnel and associated

items of equipment required to perform some portion of the mission.

Simultaneous with the examination of the organization's

anatomy and its dissection into teams is the determination of proba-

bilities of degradation for personnel and materiel (Box 3). The effect

of the degrading mechanism on a unit with the assumed mission and pos-

ture must be evaluated to determine the personnel and materiel degra-

dation probabilties. These effects may vary between personnel skill

groups and equipment types due to inherent differences in personnel

postures and equipment vulnerabilities. A variety of methodologies

may be used for the evaluation. The universally accepted Joint Muni-

tions Effectiveness Manual (JMEM) methodologies are commonly used to

establish probabilities of degradation from simulated attacks. Another
commonly used practice is to parametrically analyze degradation of a

unit.

This information is input to the AV.ORE computer model (Box 4).

The model simulates both the degradation of the unit (subject to the

PD's input) and the post-degradation regrouping of personnel and mat-

eriel Into the maximum number of essential teams (according to the

(1-
1-6
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requirements, Box 2.. The degradation is assessed usinc a Mo rte a-c

:ecnrique ana :he input probabilities. Reg-ouping, or recons:4;t ;cr,

recuires a knowledge of whicn of tne indivicuals in tne unit Can De
used or substituted for various skills, ana also wnich items of equio-

ment are substitutable for other items. Further, when substitutions

are feasible, one must also consider the time required for a decision

to substitute and the time it takes to effect a substitution. In the

case of personnel, one must also consider the time it will take a re-

placement to come up to speed in performing the new task. These and

many other pertinent times are all considered so that the gradual build-
up of unit effectiveness becomes expressible as a function of time.

The problem of unit reorganization becomes one of making

optimal personnel and materiel assignments based on the available

substitutions to fulfill the commander's objective. A transportation
algorithm is used because of the supply and demand nature of the pro-

blem, as well as the requirement that all assignments be integral.
Following degradation, some of the teams have lost essential team

9 members and are no longer capable of performing their mission. The
number of teams which remain operational is the measure of the unit's
initial capability. Increasing capability requires the reorganization

and reconstitution of essential teams. Thus, regrouping of personnel
2 and materiel to maximize the number of essential teams is one of the

commander's main objectives. Another objective is to minimize the

average time required to reach maximum capability.

The teams which are reconstituted in time represent the re-

covery of capability by the unit. The stochastic processes used by

the model necessitate the evaluation of multiple iterations of the

-, process. Results for all iterations are averaged to develop an ex-

pected value of unit capability (Box 5) for the defined mission(s)
and the simulated degradation. Figure 1-1 is typical of the results

1-7



o:tainec,showinc uniz capability as a function of time,and i'2ustrates
:ne differences of uniz types and their response to tne same level oF

degradation.

The AMORE software is designed to provide other informatior
in addition to capability as a function of time. The model will identify
tnose personnel skills and equipment items which precluded additional

increases in unit capability. Further, tne assignments which were
made in order to achieve the capability levels output are tracked and

may be output for analysis. Thus, AMORE provides data for an in-depth
analysis of the weaknesses, and the strengths, of a unit.

The AMORE methodology provides a measure of an organizations

capability considering the organization as a system of both personnel
and equipment interacting over time. The methodology is sensitive to:

0 Differences in degrading effects

* The specific capabilities of individual personnel
and equipment items

0 The interaction of the personnel and equipment to
form teams which contribute to organizational
capability.I

1.3 DEFINITION OF TERMS

Assignment Matrices An AMORE program option.

Ref: Sections 2.1.2.4 This option processes and prints
2.2.4.5 assignment matrices, which contain
2.3.3.3 the average over all iterations of

the optimal allocation of resources.

Capability Capability is the fraction of total
Ref: Sections 2.1.1.3 essential teams that a unit is able

2.3.2.2 to reconstitute within some time
2.3.2.2 following degradation. Capability

is calculated and output for times
specified by input.

1-8
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Onoke Analysis An AMORE Drograr o::imr.

Ref: Sections 2.1.2.2 Tris option oetermines tne personnel
2.2.4.1 skills and ecuioment 4tems wricn woulc
2.3.3.1 De neeoed to built more essential teams.

i: also determines the materiel and
oersonnel surpluses.

Choke Point A personnel skill or equipment item
9 identified as critical Dy the Choke~Analysis.

Commander's Decision Time See Decision Time.

Critical Personnel Skill A personnel skill (or equipment item)
(Equipment Item) which would be needed to build another

essential team. Critical skills and
items are identified in the Choke
Analysis.

Decision Time An AMORE program input.

Ref: Section 2.2.3 Also called commander's decision time.
A delay time imposed upon transfers
between personnel skill groups and
between equipment types which models
the time it takes a commander to
assess the condition of the unit andI to decide how to reorganize.
NOTE: The delay time is not imposed

upon transfers within a skill group
or equipment type.

Degradation The simulated loss of unit resources.

Ref: Section 2.1.1.1

Equipment Type An AMORE program input.

Ref: Section 2.2.2.3 A category of unit materiel which con-
2.3.2.1 tains all equivalent equipment items.

(Items within the same equipment type
are interchangeable.)

Essential Teams An AMORE program input.

Ref: Section 2.2.2.5 The breakdown of the unit into compon-
3 2.3.2.1 ents (teams) which contain only the

personnel and materiel that are abso-
lutely necessary to mission accom-

-i pl ishment.

D ( 1-9
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-un::iona& Ana.y.'s!z A detailed study of a uni: a c -4ssior
to iaentifv tne functions, skiis,anz
eauiomen: needed to carry ou: :ne is-
sion and to determine now tne uni:
actually performs tne functions.

Infinite Time Capaoility See Maximum. Capability.

Initial Capability An AMORE program output.

Ref: Section 2.1.1.3 Also called zero time capability.
The capability immediately after
degradation, but before reconstitu-
tion of the unit begins.

Initial Strength An AMORE program input.
Ref: Section 2.2.2.3 The pre-degradation inventories of

2.3.2.1 personnel within each personnel skill
group and materiel within each equip-
ment type. Initial strengths are

* the units original supply.

Input Only An AMORE program option.
Ref. Section 2.1.2.6 This option causes a listing of the

2.2.4.7 input data to be printed, without any
2.3.3.5 main program processing.

(Iteration A single replication of the AMORE
Ref: Section 2.1.1 model.

Light Damage A damage level for equipment.
Ref: Section 2.2.2.3 Light damage can be repaired by the

2.2.3 crew. Light damage requires an input
PD and repair time for each equipment
type.

Line Number The index numbers for the personnel
Ref: Section 2.2,2.3 skill groups and the equipment types.

Maximum Capability An AMORE program output.
Ref: Section 2.1.1.3 Also called Infinite Time Capability.

- 2.3.2.2 Capability when all possible trans-
fers and all possible equipment re-
pairs have been made.

* 11
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IT

Mean Time 3nly An AMORE procram octi.rn.
Ref: Section 2.2.2.5 This option allows :ne user to desi:-

.6 nate now the inout time values K-rans-
2.3.3.4 fer, decision, repair) are to be usec.

Deterministic - use the times as input.
j Exponential distribution - use tne in-

Put times as the mean values of an ex-
ponential distribution and draw all

S time values from that distribution.

Minimum Capability An AMORE program output.
Ref: Section 2.1.1.3 Capability evaluated immediately after

2.3.2.2 the start of the reconstitution. All
* transfers are in progress, but only

those with a total time (transfer +
decision + repair) of zero have been
completed.

Moderate Damage A damage level for equipment.
* Ref: Section 2.2.2.3 Moderate damage can be repaired by the

2.2.3 unit, but not by the crew. Requires
an input PD and repair time for each
equipment type.

Multiple Optimal An AMORE program option.I' Solution (MOS)
Ref: Section 2.1.2.3 This option provides choke analysis

2.2.4.4 data for multiple optimal solutions.
2.3.3.2 The model is generally exercised with-

out this option and choke analysis data
is for the first found optimal solution.

Number of Iteration An AMORE program feature.
Ref: Section 2.1.2.1 This feature allows the user to spe-

2.2.4.2 cify the number of iterations for
each AMORE run.

Personnel Skill Group An AMORE program input.
Ref: Section 2.2.2.3 A category of unit personnel which con-

2.3.2.1 tains all the people with common skills,
capabilities, and vulnerabilities.
(Personnel within the same skill group
are interchangeable.)

Probability of Degradation (PD) An AMORE program input.
Ref: Section 2.2.3 This set of input contains the proba-j.2.3.2.1 bilities of degradation for each

V ll__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _



personnel skill grouo anc eouioment :oe
anc the commander's ae:4sion times for
each.)

Re:ons-ituzion The simulated reorcanizatior of :ne uni-
Ref: Section 2.1.1.2 into essential teams. The reorcaniza-tion is designed to achieve tne maximum

teams in the minimum time.

Repair Time An AMORE program input.

Ref: Section 2.2.2.3 The average time to repair light and/'
2.3.2.1 or moderate materiel damage is

entered into the AMORE model for every
equipment type.

Severe Damage A damage level for equipment.

Ref: Section 2.2.2.3 Severe damage cannot be repaired by
the unit. Items with severe damage are
lost to the unit.

Team An increment of capability. The abso-
lute minimum people and equipment who
can perform the functions of a team is
called an Essential Team.

Times at Which to Evaluate An AMORE program input.
Capability.

Ref: Section 2.2.4.1 Also called Time Slices. The times
specified by the user at which capa-
bility is evaluated.

Time Slices See Times at Which to Evaluate Capa-

bility.

Transfer Matrix An AMORE program input.

See Section 2.2.2.4 A matrix containing the average trans-
2.3.2.1 fer times for either personnel of a

skill group to substitute Into other
SKill groups or equipment of a type to
substitute into other equipment types.

Transfer Time The elements of a transfer matrix.

These times are the average times re-
quired for the substitution to become
operational at an acceptable level of
competence.

1-12
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Transoor-zazion Alcoriznm szanoaro neWO-K alcorirtnm usec tc
solve tne transoorza:ion prc,:Ie-,. 4
rucimerntarV Knowledge of tne probier-,
anc. tne aiaori:nr-, is assumed tnrouan-
out :nis manuai

Zero Timme Caoability See Initial CaDability.
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CHA7TER 2

THE AMORE COMPUTER MODEL

2.1 INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL INFORMATION

This chapter presents the user with a non-programer's unoer-

standing of the AMORE computer model. The chapter is divided into

three sections. The first section contains an overview of the software,

followed by a brief discussion of the model's output options. The

second section describes the model input data and methods used to de-

velop this data. Lastly, a section concerning model output is in-

cluded.

2.1.1 AMORE Model Overview

The AMORE model structure is shown in Figure 2-1. The fig-

ure shows that the simulation loop is performed for every Probability

of Degradation (PD) Set entered. Multiple PD Sets can be used to simu-

late different levels of degradation on the same unit.

The iteration loop is nested within the simulation loop. Be-

cause of the stochastic processes used in the methodology, i single

iteration of the entire procedure is insufficient to insure statistically

acceptable results. Typically, twenty-five or more iterations are

necessary. Each iteration consists of applying damage to the unit and

assessing the number of survivors, optimally reallocating the surviving

resources to build the maximum number of teams, and finally calculating

unit capability at various times followinq the damace.

2-1
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BEGIN PROGRM:

am INPUT

PRO.D"-S$NG PARAMETERS (OUTPUT OPTIONS. ETC.)
UN!T INVENTORY (NO. OF PEOPLE & AMOUNT OF EOUIPE ..rT, NCLUDINS SPARM)
TEAM REQUIREMETS (NO. OF PEOPLE & AMOUN OF EJQIP90T)
TIME PARAMETES (TSLIES.J" TRARNSFERS. REPAIRS)
RULES FOR SUBSTTT.TING SKI.L5 & EQUIPMENT (TRANSFER MATRICES)

SiulJationi READ IN PROBABILITIES Or DEGRADATION (PDs)' FOR THE INVENTORY ANDLo ASSO:ATE' TIMEES TO IKITIATE RECOVERY ATIONS (DECISION TIM.S)

Y ITERATION:

APPLY PERSONNL-. DAMAGE RANDOY AND ASSREGATE SURVIVORSZ~r,,,m BY SKILL CATEGORY

BY MISSION:

- DETERIN-E OPTIMAL (MINIMIU, TIME) NO. OF TEAMS
0,.,T JI' NE No. OF T.A." RECOSTITUTED AT SPECIFICD

Loop- - CALCULATE RECORD OF PERSONNEL ASSIMIENTS FOR
Personnel' TEAMS BILT

- CALCULATE RECORD OF NEEDS & SURPLUSES FOR NEXT
HIGHER NUMBER OF TEAMS (CHOKE ANALYSIS)

- So ToNEXT MISSION
*AT END: BEZIN MATE.iIEL LOOP

AV9.-V MATE.R! DAMA72 t NDO'.Y & A.r3.E.AT1 SURV:VoDRS !Y
MATREIEL CATEGORY FOR NO, LIGHT, &I MODERATE DAMAGE

- DET'EiINE MAXIMUM NO. OF TE.AMS IN THE MINIMUM
AMOUN Of TIWE

- DETERMINE NO. OF TEAMS RECONSTITUTED AT
MissionSPECIFIED T114E SLICES
LOOP - CALCULAT1E RECORD OF 4ATERIEL ASSIGNMIENTS FOR

hTEAMS BUILT
- CALCULATE RECORD OF NEEDS & SURPLUSES FOR NEXT

* - HIGHER NUMBER OF TEAMS (CHOKE ANALYSIS)
6- - GO TO NEXT MISSIONL.AT END: CALCULATE STATISTICS FOR THIS ITERATION

GO TO NEXT iTrRATioN

AT END: - AM LAST ITERATION CALCULATE EXPECTED VALUES & ASSOCIATED
COFIDENCE UMS

. PRINT OUT RESULTS OF METHODOLOGY AVERAGED OVER ALL
ITERATIONS TO OUTPUT

-. - 60 TO NEX SrT OF PMs

AT END: - AFTER LAST SET OF POs, END PROGAM

Figure 2-1. Iterative Structure of Program AMORE Processing Flow
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Tnese processes, wi.nin zne iteration loo;, are -epeatec for

eazn mission oefinec by the user. This orovices a means for examining

and comoaring, in a single execution of :ne mooel, a unit's :aoaci4-.v

to accomplisn different missions following any particular decradaion

of its assets. These processes are performed first for oersonnel and

tnen for the materiel items of the unit.

The iteration loop is repeated until a preselected number

has been reached. (Use the Number of Iterations Option to select this

number.) When all iterations have been completed, the capability re-

sults for each mission considered is printed. The model will repeat

the simulation loop until all PD Sets have been considered.

Each iteration can be divided into three parts: the degra-

dation, the reconstitution, and the capability calculations. A dis-

cussion of these parts follows.

2.1.1.1 The Degradation

The AMORE model simulates personnel degradation by dividing

the unit into two groups: survivors and casualties. This terminology

is used because organizations are often degradated by simulated attacks.

This division is done by using the probabilities of degradation (PD)

which were input for each personnel skill group. A uniformly distri-

buted random number between 0 and 1.0 is generated for each individual

and compared to the PD for that person's skill group. If this random

number is greater than the PD. the person survives; if not, the per-

son is declared a casualty and is considered unavailable to the unit.

Equipment degradation is conducted analogously, except that

materiel items are divided into four categories: survivors, lightly

damaged, moderately damaged, and severely damaged. Each equipment

2-3
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:ove nas :hree PDs :=rresDoncinc -o :ne tnree evels m :

mooeraze, anc severe. The random number gene-ated, wner :oae-
the tnree PDs, de:ermines wnicn cateaory o4 aamage is assessec agains:
an item. Items assessed as having light or moderate camaae are maae

availaole after a aelay wnich aepends upon tne unit's capaniii: to
perform necessary reoairs. Items suffering severe aamage are lost oy

tne unit.

2.1.1.2 The Reconstitution

After degradation, the model establishes the maximum number
of teams tnat can be rebuilt by the surviving personnel and materiel

for each mission. It accomplishes this by using a binary search tech-
nique coupled with a transportation algorithm. The degradation defines

the supply (the survivors) and the binary search is used to define

the demand (the numbers of teams). The transportation algorithm de-

-termines if it is possible to reorganize the unit into the number of

teams picked by the binary search, and if so, minimizes the times to
reconstitute the unit (subject to supply and demand constraints). The

search stops when it is possible to reorganize the degraded unit into

a number of teams, but no more than that number. This number is the
maximum number of teams which can be rebuilt by the unit.

2.1.1.3 The Capability Calculations

At the end of each iteration of the AMORE run, data is accumu-

lated for statistics. These data will be used to calculate capability.

- Capability at a given time is the number of teams that the unit can
build at that time, divided by the total number of teams. Capability

is calculated at user selected times and at three additional times.

Capability at these three extra times are called:

2-4
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* :&a oapaci'it.

a Minimum Caatilizv
J) # Maximum capaDiii:v

Initial capabiity (sometimes called zero time capability' is te oer-

cent of total teams still intact i,mediately after degradation. This

is unit capability before any reconstitution has occurred. Minimum

capability is the percent of total teams obtained when the reconstitu-

tion begins. All transfers have started, but only those with zero

transfer times have been completed. The maximum capability (sometimes

0 Dcalled infinite time capability) is the capability obtained when all

substitutions have been made. The maximum capability will show any

late gain in capability.

1All of these capabilities are calculated separately for mat-

eriel and personnel. The unit capability is the minimum of these two

capabilities. These calculations are repeated for each mission under

consideration. After all iterations are complete, these capaoility

9 calculations will be printed as part of the standard model output.

(See Section 2.3.2.) Optional AMORE features are discussed in the

following section.

D2.1.2 Available Options

2.1.2.1 Number of Iterations

The number of iterations for an AMORE run may be specified by

the user. The minimum number required is two (2) and is necessary because

of the statistical calculations use of "t-l" weighting. A two iteration

run is nor-.ally use d to evaluate the unit (and the input) with no damage.

The number of iterations used to evaluate other damage cases is a function

of the desired convergence of results. Fifty iterations have been found

to provide generally acceptable convergence. Very high damage levels may

require more iterations for acceptable convergence of results.
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.. hKe An,%s's

A Cnoke analysis determines wnat assets are necessary to

comolete :he next nigher team. This is done Dy adding enougn oummy

supply assets to allow completion of tnat team. These cummy assets

are given a very large transfer time and the transportation algoritnm

is aaain applied. The assignments of dummy assets identify the things

koersonnei or materiel) which are critical to the completion of tnat

team because the large transfer times keep the assets from being used

unless absolutely necessary.

The choke analysis reveals surplus skills and equipment items

as well as those whicn are critical. Note that by analyzing dif-

ferent missions, choke analyses can be used to examine the strengths

and/or weaknesses of an organization's TOE. This option can be sel-

ected with the Choke Analysis Flag. (See Section 2.2.4.3)

2.1.2.3 Multiple Optimal Solutions (MOS)

NOTE: This option can only be used when a choke analysis

has been performed.

The analysis of the choke data may be expanded by examining

multiple optimal solutions. Although the first solution found is an

optimal solution in terms of minimizing time cost, there may be other

solutions, still optimal, which require cheaper assets in terms of

dollar costs, training costs, or general availability. This option

allows the search for a specified number of alternate solutions or for

all possible optimal solutions. Alternate solutions are sought only

" for those items which are critical to the building of the choke team.

All alternate solutions for an iteration are averaged and the average

solution for each iteration is stored. All iterations which choke on

2-6 (
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znis :ear. are .nen averaaec 'or ou:Put. The iTits o-f ne cistri-

bu:ior are also ou6pu:, i.e. tne mirimum and maximur value For ea:r

Choke point over all solu:ions found. The MOS option can be c:ec

with the MOS flag (Section 2.2.4.4).

2.1.2.4 Assignment Matrices

When the assignment matrix option is used, tne model records

how the personnel and materiel resources are allocated wnen building

the maximum number of teams. Since the model may not be able to build

the same number of teams in every iteration, these assignments are

accumulated separately for iterations with a common maximum number of

teams. The elements of the matrices are the average assignments. The

) number of iterations and maximum number of teams which correspond to

the assignments are noted on the matrix. This option can be selected

with the assignment matrix flag (Section 2.2.4.5).

2.1.2.5 Mean Time Only

Typically, the transfer times for materiel and personnel and

the repair times for materiel are treated as the means of exponentially

distributed random variables. The times actually used during the simu-

lation are sampled from the distributions defined by the mean times.

The exponential distribution is used here since it is a frequently

observed waiting time distribution. If this sampling procedure is not

desired, the mean time only option can be used to by-pass it. This

option can be selected with the mean time only flag (Section 2.2.4.6).

2-7
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2.1-2.6 1 r u Only

A printout of the input aata can be obtained bv usina tne

inout only option. It is strongly recommended that the user ve-ifv

,ne inpu: da:a before running zne cofnplete simulazion. This oction can

be selected with the input only flag (Section 2.2.4.7).

2.2 AMORE MODEL INPUT

2.2.1 Introduction

This section discusses both the AMORE model input and the

analysis which is needed to develop the model input. Input to the

model is listed in Figure 2-2. This list is not complete; variables

such as those which set the dimensions of arrays in the model are not

included. The discussion here is directed at the organizational analyst

rather than the computer scientist. For technical information (card

formats, FORTRAN variable names, etc.), refer to Chapter 3.
I)

Throughout this section, the following sample problem will

be used to illustrate the discussion.

The U.S. Army is modifying the table of organization and

equipment (TOE) for a mechanized infantry company so that the unit

will carry out its missions more effectively. A unit proposed TOE is

to be examined.

Using the AMORE methodology, examine the mechanized infantry

company in the mounted "attack" role. The mission is defined as a

basic combat requirement which also requires maintenance and command

and control (C 2). The unit's ability to reconstitute itself following

enemy inflicted attrition is to be assessed during the six hour period

after attack. Key personnel and materiel items which impact on the

unit's capability are to be identified.

2-8 (
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:NPT DETERMIN;D 5Y . .., -ONAL AN YS. .. .-.. . . . .. .2 .
!. ni, Missions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. o
. nitial Srgrengnns .s.............. . .2..
1. Personnel

1. Ndme of each Personnel SKill Group
2. Number of Personnel within each Skill Group

2. Materiel
1. Name of each Equipment Tyoe
2. Number of items in eacn Equipment Type
3. Time (in minutes) to repair light damage
4. Time (in minutes) to repair moderate damage

3. Transfer Matrices ..... .................. ..2.2.2.4
1. Personnel Transfer Matrix
2. Materiel Transfer Matrix

4. Requirements for Essential Teams .............. 2.2.2.5
1. Requirements for Personnel Teams
2. Requirements for Materiel Teams

PROBABILTIY OF DEGRADATION (PD) SET INPUT ... ......... 2.2.3
1. Title of PD Set

D 2. Personnel

1. Probabilities of Degradation
2. Commander's Decision Time (in minutes)

3. Materiel
1. Probability of Lignt Damage
2. Probability of Moderate Damage
3. Probability of Severe Damage
4. Commander's Decision Time (in minutes)

OTHER INPUT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.2.4
1. Times at which to evaluate capability ............ 2.2.4.1
2. Number of Iterations ..... ................. 2.2.4.2
3. Choke Analysis Flag .. .............. 2.2.4.3
4. Multiple Optimal Solution (MOS) Flag. ......... 2.2.4.4
5. Assignment Matrices Flag .................. .2.2.4.5
6. Mean Time Only Flag .... ................. .. 2.2.4.6
7. Input Only Flag ...... ................... 2.2.4.7

Figure 2-2. AMORE Model Input
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un: Re7!-:ad to :unctiona1 Anaivsj-,

2.2.2.2 Introductior

Tne functions of tne organization and now the functions in-
terrelate must be determined. These functions are actions which muqt

De performed to accomplish the mission. As an example, the attack mis-

j sion demands tne functions: target detection, tarqet identification,

target assignment, target engagement, target surveillance and, if nec-

essary, reengagement. There are sub-functions such as movement in

order to engage or, in some cases, survival to reengage.

These functions are related to the unit by using a functional

analysis. Once the functions required by the mission are identified,

the functional analysis is used to address more pointed questions.

These questions include the following:

Wno performs wnicn function?

What equipment is needed for each function?

In what order are functions performed?

How long does each take?

How many peoole and how much materiel is needed?

2.2.2.2 Unit missions

The unit mission is not input in the literal sense, but it

is of primary importance to the analysis because the mission determines

the requirements for essential teams. (See Section 2.2.2.5). A mis-

sion which requires most of the skills groups and equipment types will
generally provide the most information, because it forces the unit to

draw upon its resources. Unit missions should also make simultaneous

demands on multiple functions within the organization. Do not forget
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the day-to-day routine demanas on a unit which occur at the same tihe

as tne hign oriority aemancs o- a oarzicular mission.

Analyses of more tnan one mission (tear construct) may be
required in order to understand an organization's ability to function

under pressure.

2.2.2.3 Initial strengths

The initial strengths are the predegradation inventories of

) the individuals within the personnel skill groups and the items with-

in the equipment types. These initial strengths specify the total

supply available in each category. The usual source of information

for this input is the unit TOE. Note that by changing the initial

)strengths, changes in the unit TOE can be assessed by the AMORE method-

ology.

The user may name eacn personnel skill group and equipment

type as well as specifying the number of people or things within the

categories. The personnel skill groups and equipment types are num-

bered in the order in which they are entered into the computer. These

numbers are the personnel and equipment line numbers, which serve to

index these categories. Output from the model is labelled with the

P entered names and numbered with the line numbers.

Further input is required for materiel. Recall that equip-

ment damage is sorted into damage that can be repaired by the crew

(light damage), damage that requires higher level repair but can be

repaired within the unit (moderate damage), damage that must be evacu-

ated for repair or is unrepairable, and ffnally undamaged equipment

*(no repair required). The repair times for light and moderate damage

are included in order to realistically model materiel reconstitution.

These times are usually a result of research, surveys, and an examin-

ation of maintenance records.
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EXAMPLE: Initia! Strenoth

in the mechanizec infantry company example, caoatility of

tne unit witr a oroposed TOE is to be assessed. Therefore, tne ini:-

ial strengtns are defined directly frot the TOE and listed in Figures

2-3 and 2-4. Note that the line numbers are included in the figures.

The damage repair times for materiel are listed in Figure

2-5. Assume (for example purposes) that they represent the average

repair times for each equipment type, according to maintenance records.

2.2.2.4 Transfer Matrix

For a unit commander in combat the balancing of resources

against mission requirements is essentially a supply and demand prob-

lem. Commanders are always reconstituting their units, even in peace-

time. They consider the assets on hand and the demands of the mis-

sion(s) at hand. The exercise of command becomes a continuous reallo-

$ cation of resources to meet the mission and functional demands. In

AMORE, the representations of allocation potential are the transfer

matrices.

A transfer matrix indicates how long each personnel or mat-

eriel substitution takes to complete. Each transfer matrix has row

and column headings which correspond to the personnel or materiel line

numbers. Personnel or equipment defined by the rows will substitute

for those defined by the columns. Matrix entries represent the aver-

age time (minutes) for the substitution to be operational with an

acceptable degree of capability. Zeros occur when the substitution

is operational immediately. The diagonal elements (same row and col-

umn number) are all zero since the diagonal elements represent the

time it takes for a personnel skill or equipment type to fill in for
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!Z to S T2xE~~~~~~ GRj.2 7~~A TEEGh

4S'J5DLY SGT

J 57AC COMEI CH:EF

6 ARMORER

7 CARRIER DRIVER 20

8 RTC 6

i V 9 SUPPLY MA! N

10 MOTOR SGT 1

11 SR RECOVERY VEH OP I

12 SR TRACK VEH MECH 1

13 EQUIPMENT MAINT CLK 1

14 TAC COMM SYS OP/MECH 1

15 RECOVERY VEH OP 1

16 TRACK VEH MECH 5

17 RIFLE PLT LDR 3

18 RIFLE PLT SGT 3

19 ASST PLT SGT 3

20 SQUAD LDR 9

21 TEAM LDR 18

22 AUTO RIFLEMAN 18I
23 GRENADIER 18

24 RIFLEMAN 27

25 WPN PLT LDR 1

26 WPN PLT SGT 1

27 MORTAR SEC LDR I

28 FIRE DIR CMPT 2

: 29 MORTAR SQD LDR 3

30 MORT GUNNER/ASST GUNNER 6

31 AMMO BEARER 3

32 ANTITANK SEC LDR 1

33 ANTITANK SQD LOR I

34 TOW GUNNER 2
35 ASST TOW GUNNER 2

TOTAL 166

FIGURE 2-3. Personnel Initial Strengths Mech Infantry Company
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INE EQUIPME14T TYPE ITNT: AL S7RrEGTH
*1 CO CARRIER (KY38, GRA-39, VRC-46, VRC-47, I

PRC-77)
e-1 XO CARRIER (KY38, GRA-39, VRC-46, PRC-77) 1

*3 TRUCK 1/4T (KY38, GRA-39, VRC-46, PRC-77) I

4 TRAILER 1/4T 1
5 TRUCK 2 1/2T SUPPLY 1

6 TRAILER 1 1/2T SUPPLY 1
7 RECOVERY VEHICLE (VRC-46) 1
8 TRUCK 2 1/2T MAINT 2
9 TRAILER 1 1/2T MAINT 1
10 PLT LDR CARRIER (PRR-9, GRC-160) 3

11 RFL SQD LDR CARRIER (PRR-9, GRC-16O) 9

12 TRUCK 1/4T PLT HQs (GRC-160, VRC-46) 2

13 TRAILER 1/4T PLT HQs 2
14 MORTAR SEC HQs CARRIER (GRC-160) 1
15 MORTAR CARRIER (GRC-160) .3
16 TOW CARRIER (CRC-160) 2

17 MG 7.62 15
18 DRAGON ANTITANK WPN 9

19 RIFLE 5.56 153

Parenthesis indicate radios associated with vehicles

FIGURE 2-4. Materiel Initial Strengths Mech Infantry Company
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DAMAGE REPAIR TIMES
LINE EQUIPMENT TYPE LIGHT MODEATE

1 CO CARRIER 60 240

2 XO CARRIER 60 240
3 TRUCK 1/4T 45 180

4 TRAILER 1/4T 15 90

5 TRUCK 2 1/2T SUPPLY 45 180

6 TRAILER 1 1/2T SUPPLY 15 90

7 RECOVERY VEH 60 240

8 TRUCK 2 1/2T MAINT 45 180

9 TRAILER I 1/2T MAINT 15 90

10 PLT LDR CARRIER 60 240ID
11 SQD LDR CARRIER 60 240

12 TRUCK 1/4T PLT HQ 45 180

13 TRAILER 1/4T PLT HQ 15 90

14 MORTAR SEC HQ CARRIER 60 240

15 MORTAR CARRIER 60 240

16 TOW CARRIER 60 240

17 MG 7.62 30 180

18 DRAGON ANTI TANK 30 180

19 RIFLE 5.56 15 60

FIGURE 2-5. Times (Minutes) to Repair Light and
Moderately Damaged Equipment.
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izSef. A number other tnan zero in the matrix renresen-s :ne :ime

in minutes for :na: substitution :o reach an acceotazle eve. c' :aca-

bility in performance. When a particular transfer is nc: allowec :usu-

ally because tne time invoivea is too lona), a negative numoer is

entered into the model. infeasible transfers are incicatec oy a

instead of a number in tne transfer matrix print-outs.

Developing a personnel transfer matrix requires one or two

decisions per row/column cell. Can an individual with the row skill

substitute for someone with the column skill? If so, how long does

it take on the average for the substituted skill to attain acceptable

operational capability? The elements of the transfer matrix are est,-

mates of the time needed to move to a different location and/or become

reasonably proficient at a different skill. The decisions made when

developing this matrix are usually based upon common sense and exper-

ience.

The materiel trarsfer matrix is developed sirla to the

personnel transfer matrix. Each entry in the matrix requires one or

two decisions. Can the row item substitute for the column item? If

so, is there a transfer time required to make the item ready for its

new function within unit resources? For example, the executive offi-

cer's carrier can become the company command carrier (assuming cold-

cation) at no cost in time. A TOW carrier can become the command

carrier, but time is required to change radios to provide the proper

netting capability for the substituted carrier. Decisions made about

the materiel transfer matrix tend to be more straightforward than

the analogous decisions for personnel.

EXAMPLE: Transfer Matrices

Figures 2-6 and 2-7 are the transfer matrices for the mech-

anized infantry company. The number heading the rows and columns of

2-16
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-ne ersonnel anc materiel .ne numoers wni:r wee assic:nec wnen

:ne initial s:regctns were set u;. 'See Section 2..2. ", Ea:n ce1

of oo:h macrices represents juogements aDout substitutaDility mace :)y

tne anaiyst. Tne analyst draws upon all Knowleoge of tne organization,

personnel skil! groups, and equipment types in oroer to make these

decisions.

2.2.2.5 Requirements for essential teams

It is here that the user must specify how the mission is to

be performed. The user must answer such questions as: what are the

increments of capability? Should the first increment (team) include

the company commander or a platoon leader? Where should maintenance

be included?

A heirful questionr, at this point: if on!y one increment of

capability could be built, what should it contain? Next, if only two

increments of capability could be built, what should they contain? The

second increment of capability will be the difference between the above

two answers. This process is continued until all required functions

are accounted for.

This step requires merging personnel and materiel to form

essential teams. The user should remember that resources are limited.

The addition of materiel may generate the need for more skills (to

maintain, to hook-up, etc.). Therefore, the personnel skills and mat-

eriel items assigned to a team must be essential to the team. In other

words, it must be true that the team could not perform its function

-o without all of its assigned personnel skills and materiel items. Cau-

tion should be taken not to assign personnel skills and materiel items

without which the function can still be performed. Where the issue
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is i ;oD:, -,ne AMORE e-hodoog can De used to . . -

ference in uniT :azabilit ontainec by adding the cesi'ed sv 7'  r

i:em. :t can then De determined i tne addition is justifie:. oer-

sonnel skill or ecuipmen: item should not be reauired o% a team unless

it is neecea to perform tne teams function.

Teams do not have to be either linear or homogeneous. For

most analyses, however, it is oruoent to oevelop eQual slices of capa-

bility and nave each team represent that equal slice. In any case,

the final building of the teams is reserved for the last step to accom-

odate the insights previously developed during the building of the

transfer matrices. It may take a few attempts to determine the require-
ments for essential teams.

EXAMPLE: Requirements for Essential Teams

By conducting a thorough analysis of the unit TOE and the
mission it is exoected to accomolish, three basic functions (attack,

C2 and maintenance) are to be performed by the unit. The first is the

attacking of the enemy position by the infantry teams mounted in car-

riers. Included in this are mounted supporting weapon systems. The

second is the command and control of these teams by company and pla-

toon headquarters. The last is providing maintenance support to all

elements involved in the attack. The latter two functions are also

to be performed using vehicles with the same mobility characteristics

as those used by the infantry teams.

Any one of a number of ways may be used to determine the

skill requirements for the essential teams needed to perform the three

basic functions. For the sake of clarity, the method of pyramiding

command control requirements is used. Assume this begins with eigft-

een minimum infantry fire teams establishing the basis for each team

within the company. Each fire team has a team leader, an automatic
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rifeeman. a crenacier anc a rifleman. Tnis initia' assinmer: is as

snown in Fioure 2-8.

REQUIRFMENTS FnnR PqCCNTIA TFAmS UN-
LINE SKILL 1 2 3 .=.6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 TOT-_USED

21 TEAM LDR 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 18 0

22 AUTO RIFLE-
MAN 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 18 0

23 GRENADIER .1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 18 0

24 RIFLEMAN I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 18 9

Figure 2-8. Example of Essential Team Build

For direct command and control of these teams, a squad leader

is assigned to supervise each pair. Projecting these control personnel

onto the previous array, the results are as depicted in Figure 2-9.

For this problem solution, it is determined that three fire teams re-

quire the supervision of a platoon leader (the next higher echelon of

command contol). So, the platoon leaders are assigned to the third

fire team within their respective platoons. Since each complete pla-

toon consists of three complete squads, this assignment results in the

iniormation matrix in Figure 2-10.

The company commander, the final command and control, is

assigned at the point where the first platoon is complete and the

second platoon has only one fire team. By adding the company comman-

der to this team position (Team 7), the requirement matrix becomes

that which is shown in Figure 2-11.

( 2-21
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REOUIREMENTS FOR ESSENTIAL TEAMS UN-
LINE SKILL 123456 7 9 10 11 121314 15 1. 17 18 TOT USED

2O SQUAD LDR 1 1 1 I 1 1 2 i 9 0

21 TEAM LDR 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 I i 1 118 0
22 AUTO RIFLE-

MAN I 11 111 1l i I 1 11 1 1 8 0
23 GRENADIER 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 . 1 1 1 1 11 118 0
24 RIF-LEFMAN 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .1 1 1 1 1 1 1 18 9

Figure 2-9. Example of Essential Team Build.

REfUIREMENTS FOR ESSENTIAL TEAMS UN-
LINE SKILL 1-2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 3 14 15 16.7'18 TOT USED

17 RIFLE PLT
LDR 1 1 1 3 0

20 SQUAD LDR 1 1.1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 0

Z1 TEAM LDR 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 18 0
22 AUTO RIFLE-

MAN 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 18 0
23 GRENADIER 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 18 0

24 RIFLEMAN 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 118 9

Figure 2-10. Example of Essential Team Build.
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N T-,r FP -_SS=_T"_. T UN-
LIN SKIL2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 1 5 i17ETOT USED

)1 COMPANY

CO? tINDER I . C

17 RIFLE PLT LDR I 1 1 3 0

20 SQUAD LDR i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 0

21 TEAM LDR I 1 1 1" 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 18 0

Z2 AUTO RIFLE-
MAN 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 18 0

23 GRENADIER 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i I 1 1 1 1 1 18 0

24 RIFLEMAN 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 9

Figure 2-11. Example of Essential Team Build

At this point the basic infantry teams along with appropri-

ate levels of commana ano control nave Deen establisnea. To complete

the matrix only the assignments of maintenance personnel, drivers,

mortar squads and anti-tank crews remain. Note that nine riflemen are

not required by essential teams. They will be candidates for replace-

ments during reconstitution. Before continuing with personnel assign-

ments, however, a description of the building of corresponding essen-

tial materiel teams is in order.

A carrier and DRAGON are assigned to each team containing

a squad leader. Additionally a carrier is assigned to each team con-

taining a platoon leader and the one containing the company commander.

Finally, each carrier assigned thus far is assigned a machine gun.

This then makes the initial essential equipment teams appear as de-

lf' picted in Figure 2-12.
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FOP. ESSErNT:A.L TEAM: UN-
LINE ITEM 123 5 6 78 9 10 1112 13 14 1 16 17 18 TOT USED

1 CO CARRIER 1 0

10 PL; LDR CAR-
RIER 1 3 0

11 SQD LDR CAR-
- RIER I I I I I 1 1 1 9 0

17 MG 7.62 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 13 2

S18DRAGON 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 0

Figure 2-12. Example of Essential Team Build.

From here on, logic, common sense and experience play impor-

tant roles in the assignment of the remaining portion of the company's

resources allotted to the attack mission. From a mobility standpoint

there is a distinct advantage in assigning a carrier to each team.

However, an examination of the initial materiel teams reveals that

teams 1, 5, 12, 13 and 27 remain without transport. For this solution,

the position is taken that this is to be afforded by assignment of the

supporting weapons' carriers (TOWs and mortars).

The lowest level at which the TOW would be expected to be

deployed and controlled is assumed to be at the squad level. This is

accomplished by moving the squad leader carrier in team 2 to team 1

and assigning the first TOW carrier to team 2. The second TOW carrier

is assigned to team 11 to lend balance with the mortar carriers assigned

to the remaining teams lacking transport (teams 5, 13 and 17). Re-

turning to the personnel teams, the crews associated with these sup-

porting weapons are now assigned. Additionally a carrier driver is

assigned to each of the eighteen teams as each now contains a carrier.

Next, the maintenance personnel are assigned to team 7 for the purpose

of being under centralized control of the company commander.
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ne recover' er.id= a: wt e

sonnel is noA acced to team 7 of the materiel teams. Final. tne

rifles are assignec to personnel i: eacn team tna: are autnorizec to

carry tnam weaoon. For example, all personnel except tne company com-

mander and the recovery vehicle operator carry rifles. Their weapons

are considered insignificant in this problem solution and are not

entered into the materiel teams.

The assignment of essential personnel ana equipment into

teams is now complete as depicted by the requirements shown in Figure

2-13 and 2-14.

The method just used to build the essential personnel and

materiel teams is only one of many. It may be noted that some assign-

ments of resources were linear (infantry fire teams) while others were

made for reasons which satisfied a particular logic. There is no

reason why this or any other organization could not have teams built

to suit the purposes of the user. Different analysts may aevelop

I § different essential teams, yet each team build could be analytically

valid.

2.2.3 Probability of Degradation (PD) Set Inout

Each probability of degradation (PD) set contains the degra-

dation probabilities for personnel and materiel, as well as the com-

mander's decision times (in minutes) for personnel and materiel recon-

stitution. The user may also input a name for the PD set, if desired

for output titling.

Unit posture and the threat being simulated determine the

t' ) probability of degradation inputs to the model. The availability of

PD sets for both personnel and materiel enable the user to tailor the

simulated degradation to the military unit and the analysis. Degrada-

tion is assessed stochastically by the AMORE model; the greater
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.!9

SRcUS NTTc '- UN-
LINE SKIL. 345 6, 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 TOT USED

Z COMPANY

COMMANDER 1 1 0

7 CARRIER
DRIVER IsI! ! i 111 11112.18 2-/

10 MOTOR SGT 1 1 0

15 RECOVERY VEH
OP 1 0

16 TRACK VEH
MECH 2 3

17 RIFLE PLT
LDR 1 1 1 3 0

ZO SQUAD LDR 1111 1 1 0 1 190

21 TEAM LDR 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 18 0

22 AUTO RIFLE-
MAN 111111111 11111111118 0

23 GRENADIER I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 1 1 18 0

24 RIFLE4AN I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 18 9

29 MORTAR SQD
LDR 1 1 1 3 0

30 MORTAR GUNNER 2 2 2 6 0

32 ANTI TANK
SEC LOR 1 0

33 ANTI TANK
SQD LDR 1 1 0

34 TOW GUNNER 1 1 2 0

Figure 2-13. Requirements for Essential Personnel Teams
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REQUIREMENTS FOR ESSENTIAL TEAMS-- UN-
LINE ITPM 12 3456 789 1011 12131415 161718 TOT USED

1 CO CARRIER 1 1 0
7 RECOVERY VEH 1 1 0
10 PLT LDR

CARRIER 1~ 1 .1 3 0

11 SQD LDR CAR-
RIERY 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 0

15 MORTAR CAR-
RIER 11 1 3 0I'16. TOW CARRIER -1 1 2 0

$ I17 MG 7.62 1 11 1 1'11 1 1 Il1l 1 13 2
18 DRAGON 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 0

19 RIFLE 5.56 5 8 6686 8666 7 6 8666 8 6118 35

Figure 2-14. Requirements for Essential Materiel Teams.
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ne P :ne ore 'iKel) naz re z ersonne' s gir- or:: or 7azer!e"

:ype wi-l be aegraded. Dearacation Drobabilities are inout :o tne

model basec on an analysis , the particular degradinc me:nanis- i.e.,

nuclear, conventional, or cnemicai weapons, druc aouse, assignment

policy, etc.) ano tne vulnerability of the unit assets.

Wnen the degrading mecnanisrr is an enemy weapon, tne PD's

can usually be derived using Joint Munitions Effectiveness Manual

(JMEM) methoaologies. These methodologies are universally accepted

and can be used to develop PD sets which reflect the posture of the

organization and the attacking munition.

Materiel probabilities of degradation, which are developed

concurrently with the personnel PDs, are input in a different format

since three analytically determined PDs (user inputs) for a given

materiel category for light damage, moderate damage, and severe damage

are required. These values must be input cumulatively, in descending

order, to satisfy the degradation algorithm. To determine these, con-

sider the set of PD values shown in Figure 2-15. In the left frame,
four sets of values are shown noncumulatively, as determined analy-

tically with respect to the particular AMORE application. The right

frame shows them in the cumulative form as required for data entry to

run the AMORE program. The column labeled 'AT LEAST LIGHT' contains

the sum of the light, moderate, and severe damage probabilities and

the column labeled 'AT LEAST MODERATE' contains the sum of the PDs

for moderate and severe damage.
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Z.xamtes of Nonzurna,ve PDs 7.,e u-Fo e~D ~- :L-

AT LEAST AT LEAT
NC DAMAGE L:GHT MODERATE SEVERE LIGHT MODERATE SEVERE

.86 .05 .06 .03 .14 .09 .03

.89 .05 .06 .00 .11 .06 .00

.95 .05 .00 .00 .05 .00 .00

Finure 2-15. Examnle of Materiel PD Set

The commander's decision times are used to simulate the time

neeced for the commander to assess tne condition of the unit and decide

how to reorganize. The decision times are added to all of the non-

diagonal numeric elements of the personnel and materiel transfer ma-

trices. (Recall that the numeric elements denote possible substitu-

tions; decision times are not added to diagonal elements because people

and equipment within the same personnel skill group or equipment type

are assumed to perform their own job without command to do so.)

NOTE: The minimum capability (See Section 2.1.1.3) measures the capa-

bilhty of the unit at a time when other transfers are in progress and

only these automatic job fills are operational.

EXAMPLE: PD Sets

Figure 2-16 contains the personnel PDs and Figure 2-17 con-

tains the cumulative materiel PDs for the mechanized infantry company

example. Assume that these probabilities were derived using JMEM

methodologies. These methodologies require some knowledge of the

attacking munition and organization posture. For instance, by assuming

that the mechanized infantry company in a mounted attack role was

being attacked by an enemy aircraft loaded with a known type of guided

missiles, the analyst could use JMEM methodologies to determine degra-

dation probabilities.
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L I NZ SKILL DEGRADATiON PROBAB-L:.Y

1 COMPANY COP.MANDER .15
2 EXECUTIVE OFFICER .13
3 FIRST SERGEANT .13
4 SUPPLY SERGEANT .13
5 TAC COMM CHIEF .13
6 ARMORER .13
7 CARRIER DRIVER .18
8 RTO .13
9 SUPPLYMAN .13
10 MOTOR SERGEANT .15
11 SR RECOVERY VEH OP .13
12 SR TRACK VEH MECH .13
13 EQUIP MAINT CLERK .13
14 TAC COMM SYS OP/MECH .13
15 RECOVERY VEH OP .15
16 TRACK VEH MECH .15
17 RIFLE PLT LOR .18
18 RIFLE PLT SGT .13
19 ASST PLT SGT .13
20 SQUAD LDR .18
21 TEAM LDR .18
22 AUTO RI FLEMAN .28
23 GRENADIER .18
24 RIFLEMAN .18
25 WPN PLT LDR .13
26 WPN PLT SGT .13
27 MORTAR SEC LDR .14
28 FIRE DIR CMPT .13
29 MORTAR SQD LDR .14
30 MORTAR GUNNER .14
31 AMMO BEARER .13
32 ANTI TANK SEC LDR .18
33 ANTI TANK SQD LDR .18
34 TOW GUNNER .18
35 ASST TOW GUNNER .18
* COMMANDER DECISION DELAY TIME 5 MINUTES

Figure 2-16. Probability of Personnel Degradation
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CUMULATIVE DAMAGE PROBABILITIES
ATLEAST AT LEAST SEVERE

LIGHT MODERATE

LINE iTEM (TOTAL) (MOD & SEV)

I CO CARRIER .300 .220 .080

2 XO CARRIER .270 .190 .060

3 TRUCK h T .270 .190 .060

4 TRAILER T .270 .190 .060

5 TRUCK 21-T SUPPLY .270 .190 .060

6 TRAILER I T SUPPLY .270 .190 .060

7 RECOVERY-VEH-. .300 .220 .080

8 TRUCK 2 .T t4AINT. .270 .190 .060
9 TRAILER TIj TINT .270 .190 .060

10 PLT LDR CARRIER .350 .250 .120

11 SQD CDR CARRIER .350 .250 .120

.12 TRUCK 1-T PLT HQ .270 .190 .060

i3 TRAILER ;IT PLT HQ .270 .190 .060

14 MORTAR SEC HQ CARRIER .270 .190 .060

15 MORTAR CARRIER .280 .200 .080

16 TOW CARRIER .350 .250 .120

17 MG 7.62 .350 .250 .120

18 DRAGON ANTI TANK .350 .250 .120

19 RIFLE 5.56 .350 .250 .120

COMMANDERS DECISION-DELAY TIME 10 MINUTES

Figure 2-17. Cumulative Probabilities of Materiel Deqradation
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I, ni exa-=, e tne commnancaer' !e:4Ssion -:imms 470 -e:ons:i-

tu:ion of materiel and personnel are assu'ec to be IC m4nu:es an: 4ive

minutes respectivel.. These decision times could nave beer aerivec

from interviews wi:n wartime company commanders.

2.2.4 O-her InDut

2.2.4.1 Times at wnicn to evaluate capability

The user is able to specify times (in hours) at whicn to

evaluate capability. Times of interest are determined by the analysis

to be performed.

EXAMPLE: Times at which to evaluate capability

Capability will be determined every quarter hour up until.1

six hours after attack.

2.2.4.2 Number of iterations

An integer greater than or equal to two must be entered as

the number of iterations. Experience has shown that fifty iterations

are generally sufficient to provide statistically significant conver-

gence of results.

EXAMPLE: Number of iterations

.le Fifty iterations were used in the analysis of the mechanized

infantry company.
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2.4.3 ZhKe analysis "2ag

When this flac eauals one, tne choke analvsis is Derormed

and tne results are prinzec. When the flag equals zerc, tne cnoke

analysis is bypassed. (See paragraph 2.1.2.2)

2.2.4.4 MultiDle optimal solution (MOS) flag

This option enables the user to specify the desired number

of multiple optimal "choke" solutions to be derived for personnel and

materiel by entering that number. An important exception is that the

user must enter the value zero to obtain only one optimal solution.

A value of one causes a search for all possible solutions. Normally,

the user does not enter the value one due to the large amount of com-

puter time consumed by a search for all possible solutions.

NOTE: The choke analysis flac must equal one in order to use this

option. (See paragraph 2.1.2.3)

2.2.4.5 Assignment matrices flag

If this output option is chosen, then the assignment matrix,

which contains the average assignment made in the unit reconstitution

process, is printed. This variable is valued either zero or one. A

value of one causes the calculation and output of personnel and mat-

eriel assignment matrices for all iterations with a common maximum

number of teams. (See paragraph 2.1.2.4)
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2.2.4.6 Mean time only flag

Wnen tnis flac equals zero, tne time requirec for personnel

or materie7 transfer, as we ] as reoair times for materiel, are sar.-

plec from exponential distributions with means determined by the in-

Put data. When this flag equals one, tne elements of the transfer

matrices and the repair times are used as entered witnout the sampling

process. 'See paragraph 2.1.2.5)

2.2.4.7 Input only flag

When this flag equals one, the model will process and list

input data without main program processing. When this flag equals

zero, main program processing occurs and input data as well as se-

lected output are printed.

2 22.5 Verification of out'

Good data processing techniques require that input data be

verified as being correct prior to program execution. This is done in

order to avoid costly computer reruns resulting from erroneous input.

If the input only flag equals one, only the input data is printed in

the order and format in which it was read. No further processing

takes place, thereby permitting the user to check data for corrections.

Usually, an AMORE run is made for a unit using a zero PD

set. This tests whether the input organization can do what it is de-

signed to do by determining how many personnel and materiel teams can

be built with no degradation of assets. If the required number of

teams cannot be built, either the input data is erroneous or the unit

was designed incorrectly. Note that when no degradation is assessed
all solutions will be the same. Therefore a minimum number of itera-

tions are required for the assessment. The minimum allowed by the
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mooel is two i'2, because of :ne "-!" weighting in statis:i:al

calculations.

On the otner nano, an organization with zero PDs may be able

to build more teams tnan was originally perceived. In this case, the

user may wish to modify the initial strengths or the requirements for

essential teams.

2.3 AMORE MODEL OUTPUT

2.3.1 Introduction

This portion of the user's manual is designed to provide the

user with an understanding of the various forms of output produced by
program AMORE. With this knowledge, the user will be able to more

effectively perform solution analyses. However, detailed discussion

on output analysis techniques will not be conducted as it is beyond

the intended scope of this manual.
(

5All sample output in this section applies to the mechanized

infantry company example problems. AMORE Model Output is listed in

Figure 2-18.

2.3.2 Standard Output

2.3.2.1 Inout Data

Input data for each AMORE run is always printed for verifica-

tion by the user. If the Input Only Flag is on, then the simulation

is not made and only the input data is printed. Otherwise, both the

input data and the analysis results are printed. The output format

of the input data is the same in either case. Sample printouts are
- D provided in Figure 2-19.
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RE:EEN:E
.MORp MODE OI'DVT _________

STANDARD OJTPUT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
" Tnout Data . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

i. %"ags and Times for CaDaDility Calculations
?. Dersonnel Dat:a: initia' Strenat ,

3. Materiel Data: Initial Strength, Light and
Mooerate Damage Repair Times

4. Transfer Matrix for Personnel
Transfer Matrix for Materiel

6. Personnel Required for Essential Teams
7. Materiel Required for Essential Teams
8. PD Set for Personnel
9. PD Set for Materiel

2. Output Data Results .... ................. ... 2.3.2.2
1. Capability at Selected Times
2. Cumulative Area (Integral of Unit Capability)

at Selected Times

OPTIONAL RESULTS OUTPUT ...... .................. 2.3.3
1. Choke Analysis Output: Sensitivity Analysis

Needs and Surplus. ........................... 2.3.3.1
2. Multiple Optimal Solution (MOS) Output ......... .. 2.3.3.2
3. Assignment Matrices Output ... ............. ... 2.3.3.3
4. Mean Time Only Output. ... ................ .. 2.3.3.4

.!nput Only Oupu ................... .2 .

Figure 2-18. AMORE Model Output
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.... Resul ts

The seconO portior of the stancard output consis:s of :wo

forms of the enc of run statistics for eachi mission. The first,

snown in Figure 2-20, contains the mean fraction of capability for

personnel and materiel. These capabilities are evaluated at each of

tne user's specified time slices, and at zero, minimum, and infinite

times. The unit capability, laoelled "minimum" on the printout be-

cause it is the average for all iterations of the minimum of the per-

sonnel and materiel capabilities, is also included. To illustrate

how to read the output, note that after 0.75 hours, personnel regained

a mean capability of 100 percent, while materiel reached only a mean

capability of 42.9 percent with minimum or unit mean capability being

42.9 percent at that time. A 90 percent confidence limit is also

shown for each of the mean capabilities.

The second form (Figure 2-21) contains information on the

average cumulative area under the unit capability curve (the integral

of unit capability with respect to time). This area is presented in

terms of unit hours and team hours available from the start of reor-

ganizations to the time of interest. For example, a full-up unit at

100 percent capability would have one unit hour available in one hour.

If that unit had ten teams it would have ten team hours available in

one hour. The example case has only 0.389 unit hours available in the

first hour or only 7.005 team hours from an eighteen team unit. The

unit is shown to have recovered to 46.6% capability at the end of the

first hour. However, the potential work the unit could have produced

in that hour is only 38.9' of a full up unit. By the same token at

the end of six hours the unit has recovered to 70.3% capability but

in that time had the potential to perform only (3.478/6.0 X 100 or

62.610/(6 X 18) X 100) 57.9% of the work a full unit could do.
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Figure 2-20. Unit Capability Over Time
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CUMU.AXI'F AREA

TIMEF V VRS116 LTEAP4 DIL

TIRL UNIT UNIT TEAM
(HOURS) CAPABLLTY tinURS HOURS

MINIMUM 0,252 0o000 0.000
0.250 Q,362 0.077 10383
O.SUO u.407 0.173 3.113
0.7bu O.e29 0.277
1,000 0,96o 0e399 7.00$
1.250 09496 00509 9.160
1.5o 9.529 0.637 11.473
1.750 0.b39 0.771 13.0s
2,000 09562 0.908 16.353
2.250 v.57V 1.051 Ii.91i
2.500 09591 1.197 21.48
2.7bO 0.611 1.347 24,253
3,OUO 0.613 1.500 27.008
3.250 0..17 1.654 29.776
3.500 0.619 1.0Oy 32.S55
3.7b0 0.622 1.964 36. Ad
4.000 u.632 2.121 3i.170
4.2b0 o.b47 2.280 4i.040
4.5uO O.b57 2.443 4J.98
4.7b0 0.060 2.610 46.98d
5,0uo 0.684 2.781 50.058
5.250 0.689 2.953 53.14i
5.500 0.703 3.127 56.2sO
5.750 0.703 3.303 50.445
6.000 0,703 3.478 62.610

Figure 2-21. Integral of Unit Capability Over Time
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These two outDuts therefore provide the analyst different

means of evaluating unit capability as a function of time. Which of

them and how they are used is dependent on the problem at hand and the

analysts' choice for evaluating and presenting results.

2.3.3 Optional Results Output

2.3.3.1 Choke analysis output

A choke analysis is performed for each iteration resulting in

a maximum number of teams less than the total number of teams. This

analysis ascertains the personnel skill groups and equipment type which

would have been needed in order to build one more team. The output is

labelled "Sensitivity Analysis Needs and Surplus" and it includes the

average needs, the average surplus, and the standard deviation of these

averages. The number of the team attempted (one beyond the optimal

* isolution team) is given at the top of the page and the number of itera-

tions for which this 'next' team was attempted appears at the bottom.

Figure 2-22 is an example of Choke Analysis Output for materiel.

It shows that the sixteenth team was attempted seven times using "dummy"
resources following a like number of optimal solutions resulting in a

maximum capability of fifteen teams. Note that a lack of materiel

items 17 and 18 caused this to happen. On the average,team 16 required

0.14 of "dummy" item 17, the MG 7.62. However, an average of 0.86

"dummy" DRAGON, item 18, was required. In other words, in one of the

seven iterations a MG 7.62 was needed to build the sixteenth team

while the remaining six iterations required a DRAGON.A

For those iterations where the total number of teams (eighteen

in this case) can be built, the "next" team increment solution is not
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61 .00 0.00 90 0.90 1 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.00
00 .00 0.0 9.0 000 I 0.o 0.0 0. 0 .0 1

j 0.0 09"0 1.04 9.90 .0 00 .4 0.30 £
4W U.O 09 .9 0.0a00 .0 90 .00

04 0.00 9.90 0.00 0 6.0 0.00 0.1 030

12 0.09 0.00 0.0 9.0 I 00 .000 0.009
30 0910 0.90 0.0 .. 0 00 0.29 9.00

1. 6.00 0.060 00 .0 .01.7 19
17 0.0 0.910 01 0.00 1.:: 0.50 6.30 1

own" o tm&?U" . o~o or 121R05!106 1.

Figure 2-22. Choke Analysis Data -Teams 15 &16
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required. Therefore, the needs are no: necessary ana only a :ally of

average surplus and standard deviation of surplus is printed (Figure

2-23). Those surpluses are labelled "AFTER LAST TEAM".

The results discussed above account for only twelve of the

fifty iterations of the simulation. Figure 2-22 & 2-23 actually show

thirteen iterations. One iteration choke on team fifteen, seven itera-

tions choked at team sixteen, and five iterations where all eighteen

materiel teams were completed. Examination of the full output from this

run shows the following additional distribution of results for materiel;

six iterations only six materiel teams could be built, eight iterations

ten teams were built, one iteration eleven teams were built, six itera-

tions thirteen teams were built, three iterations sixteen teams were

built and thirteen iterations seventeen teams were built. For materiel,

this then accounts for all fifty of the iterations of this run (6+8+1+6

+1+7+3+13+5). The results for personnel were significantly different,

for in all fifty iterations the unit was able to reconstitute all eighteen

personnel teams with the surviving personnel.

2.3.3.2 Multiple optimal solution (MOS) output

-The multiple optimal solution option provides the ability to

examine each of the "choke" solutions for alternate optimal solutions.

A sample of the output provided when this option is exercised is provided

at Figure 2-24. The MOS output is directly comparable to choke analysis

output with the same team number. In the sample case, six more solutions

than the number of iterations were found. In cases with multiple solu-

tions, average needs and surpluses may vary a great deal between the MOS

and the choke analysis output. When no other solutions are found, the

? number of iterations equals the number of solutions and a comparison of

the average needs and surpluses in the two figures shows exactly the same

results.

K (
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SURPLUS

TYPE AVERAGE ST. DOVZAr"M

(0.00 V.55
!3 (.o0 v.55

4 V.4O 0.45

5 U.60 v.%5
7 0.00

. 1060 0.00 •
2 v00 0.40
3 0,00 .j0

it 0.00 0.4012 1o40 0.49

13 2.00 0.00
14 0.00 0120
7 v.00 0.0O
6 U00 0.45

17 0.00 0.00
10 0.00 0.00
19 4190 0,0

LIGHT

1 0.00 0.00
2 V.00 0.00
3 0.00 0.00
4 0.00 0.00
1 0.00 0.00

19 0100 .041 0.00 0100 £
a 0.00 0.U0

3 0.00 0.00
to 0,00 0o00

11 0.20 0.41

12 0.00 0.00
14 0.00 0.00

is 0.00 0.00
to 0.00 0.00 1

i '17 0.20 0.45 1
to. 0.00 0.00
19 0o60 1,34

MOD&RATE

1 0.00 0,00
12 0000 0. 00

' 3 0.40 0.s5

1. 0.00 0.400

17I 0.00 0.0
13 0.00 0.00

18 11.00 00t o 0000 900

is 0,0 0S 1 a
1F 0200 a eOO A

S14 |100 0000

I i Fgure -23. hoke nalyis 0a0a fo0*es 90 llTasCopee

li -0000.17 0*0 0.4
18 0.000
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Figure 2-24. Choke Analysis Data-Alternate Optimal Solution Format
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Tne minimum and maximum values are cerivec consiaerinc all

solutions founc. Tne averages result from averaging ali solutions

found on each iteration ano when all iterations are comclete an aver-

age per iteration is calculated. This results in a weighted average

solution where a solution with no alternates is weighted heavier than

-one with several alternates.

2.3.3.3 Assignment matrices output

Assignment matrices for each mission consist of the average

assignment of survivors for those iterations used to build a particu-

lar maximum number of teams. For example Figure 2-25 depicts the

average assignment of materiel resources which built a maximum of fif-

teen teams. Note that this solution occurred seven times. The seven

iterations represented here are the same as those in Figure 2-22. The

assignment matrix, Figure 2-25, shows how the surviving materiel items,

both undamaged and repairable, were allocated to construct fifteen

teams. The two columns to the far right summarize the unassigned

(SURPLUS) and the TOTAL (assigned and SURPLUS) resources surviving

per row. The choke analysis, Figure 2-22, shows what additional

materiel items would have been required to construct sixteen teams with

those same surviving assets.

A great deal of information can be gleaned from each one of

the assignment matrices. To illustrate this, two representative sam-

ples, materiel items 2 and 16 in Figure 2-25 are examined to reveal

the type of information that can be extracted for analysis purposes.

A look at materiel item 2 (XO Carrier) (which is not re-

quired in the fifteenth essential materiel team) shows that an average

of 0.29 (out of one) of them was substituted for materiel item 1 (CO

Carrier). Also, an average of 0.14 (out of one) XO Carriers is
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substituted for materiel type 10 (PL Carrier) and an average of C *

(out of one) is substituted for materiel type 11 (SL Carrier. Addit-

ionally, an average of 0.29 XO carriers were substituted for materiel

type 10 even after suffering moaerate damage. An examination of the

TOTAL column tnrough the moderate damage level reveals that only an

average of 0.86 XO Carriers survived altogether. This indicates that

an average of 0.14 XO Carriers suffered at least severe damage an.

could not be used.

Recall that two TOW Carriers (materiel type 16) are required

by the fifteenth essential materiel team. A close examination of the

assignment matrix shows that an average of 1.14 (1.14/2 = 0.57 or 57

percent of the time) TOW Carriers survived undamaged and remained

assigned to the original task. An inspection of the diagonal elements

3of the light and moderate damage matrices reveals that TOW carriers

were damaged, repaired and returned to the unit. Of these reassigned

TOW carriers 0.14 (seven percent) suffered light damage and about 0.71

(36 percent suffered moderate damage. Note that the TOTAL column

through the moderate damage level reveals that an average of 2.00

(one-hundred percent) TOW carriers survived.

2.3.3.4 Mean time only output

The general method for determining operational time of an

asset is to use a random exponential sampling of time based on the

input mean or expected times. The mean time only option can be used

to eliminate the exponential random sampling of time in the simulation.

* ,Figure 2-26 is an example which is directly comparable to Figure 2-20.

A comparison of these figures shows the effect of the random sampling

• of time. Examination of the minimum, or unit, capability column shows

that the values are equal at 0.00, minimum, and infinite times. This

* can be true only if the survivors, or casualties and damage, are the

same for all iterations of both runs. The AMORE model is designed to
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THE MECH NZZED INFANTRY CUMPANT CONUUCTING THE ATACY MISSION
NEAh C.PAb!LrT!&S

TIML MISSION I
CHOURS) PERSONNEL MATERIEL MINIMUM

0,000 .441 .059 .343 .043 .251 .043
MINIMUM .36 .061 .343 .043 .252 .043

0.250 .917 .022 .364 9045 .364 .04S
0.500 .97 .022 .3bb .046 .361 *046
0,750 1.000 .000 .336 .049 6336 *049
1.000 1.000 .000 .386 .049 ,3*6 .049
1.250 1.000 .000 w494 .050 .494 .050
1.500 1.000 .000 .414 .050 .o40 .050
1.750 10000 .000 049V .051 ,401 '050
2,000 1.000 .000 .438 .0s5 ,403 ,05t
2.250 1.000 .000 .45 .u5 .453 .0st
3.000 1.000 .000 .411 .OSa *401 .051
2,500 L4000 .090 .435 .051 410 .0S12,750 19000 .000 .413 .051 .483 .051
3 ,000 1,000 0000 o46# oOSI #$1l 051

3.250 1.000 .000 .bW .05 .517 .059
3.500 1.000 .000 .517 .053 .SIT .053
3.750 1.000 .000 .517 .054 .517 .053
4o000 1.000 ,004 .517 .05 517 .053
4,250 19000 ,000 .,753 .051 ,758 001
4,500 1.000 .,000 .756 e0st .7SI 9051
4.750 1.000 000 .759 O051 759 051
S.O00 1.000 .000 .7sv .0S1 ,759 051
S.250 1.000 '000 ,759 .05 ,759 .0S1
5.500 1.000 .000 ,750 .051 .759 0S1
5,750 1.000 ,000 .759 .051 ,759 ,QS1
6.000 t.O00 .000 .759 .051 '759 .01
ZriZwTT 1.0000 0000 .759 .051 ,759 .051
ITERATIONS so

Two szoD 90 PtRCeNT coNrzcct LIMITS ARE TO THE RIGHT Or EACK COLUMN

Figure 2-26. Unit Capability Over Time Using Input Mean Times
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give this result, that is, provide the same random number string for

casualty assessment when the mean time only option is used. (Any cnanges

in data are likely to result in a different random number string and

thus a different casualty assessment). This allows a direct comparison

of the effect of a distribution of times. Further examination of the

two outcomes shows a much fteeper recovery at early times and a much

shallower recovery at the later times when a distribution of times

is sampled. When the mean times are used directly, maximum recovery

is accomplished between 4.5 and 4.75 hours. When the distribution is

sampled, recovery is not complete until some time after 6.0 hours.

2.3.3.5 Input only output

A printout of all input data can be obtained without analy-

zing the data by using the input only option. A sample printout was

included in Section 2.3.2.1, Figure 2-19.
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2.4 INPUT AND OUTPUT ANALYSIS

2.4.1 introduction

The remainder of this chapter provides more detailed discussions

of the input development process and of the output analysis and its uses.

The discussions included assume a familiarity with the foregoing material

and a basic understanding of the AMORE concepts.

Figure 2-27 depicts the major steps required in the exercise

of the AMORE methodology. The figure clearly shows the required

level of effort on the user's part prior to any model action. The

figure does not provide an appreciation of the analytical require-

ments following a model run, i.e., output analysis. There is no

simple or general way to express that requirement. The analysis of

output is determined by the problem which is being addressed and may

range from direct use of the model output from a few runs to com-

plicated combinations and manipulations of data produced by many

AMORE runs.

2.4.2 Input Development

The input data requirements for the AMORE model are summarized

below:

1. Significant personnel skills list.

2. Significant materiel items list.

3. Initial authorized (TOE or other start point)
quantities for both personnel and materiel.

4. Personnel skill transferability matrix.
5. Personnel skill requirements for the mission

essential teams.

6. Materiel Itpm transferability matrix.
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7. Materiel item requirements for the mission

essential teams.

8. Damage and/or loss probabilities.

9. Damage rapair times for materiel items.

10. Commanders decision or delay time prior to
reorganization.

11. Time specification for capability assessment.

The development of this data can be classified into two major categories

of analysis; the unit analysis and the analysis of the degrading

mechanism. The remainder of this section will be devoted to a dis-

cussion of these two areas of analysis.

2.4.3 Unit Analysis

Unit analysis may be generally divided into eight steps.

1. Problem definition.

2. Identify Data Sources.

3. Functional Analysis.

4. Select Significant Personnel Skills.

5. Develop Skill Substitution Matrix.

6. Select Significant Equipment Items.

7. Develop Equipment Substitution Matrix.

8. Develop Mission Essential Teams.

The first three steps are reconended in the order given. The re-

maining steps are highly interrelated and each step will require

consideration of all others so that the order of listing has little

significance.

2.4.3.1 Problem definition

The first step of any analysis must be to define the problem.

The unit(s) to be analyzed must be defined first. The purpose of the
~((
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analysis must then be clearly defined so that the questions being

asked are understood and the answers to those questions can be for-

mulated as the problem solution. The scenario must be defined and

all scenario factors must be considered. This will define the degrad-

ing or damage mechanism(s) to be applied to the unit and is also re-

quired for definition of the unit mission/posture(s) to be examined.

2.4.3.2 Identify and Gather Data

There are many data sources which are useful and/or necessary

for the unit analysis. The list below is representative and is not

intended to be all inclusive. It has been found that personal ex-

perience from duty in a particular or similar organization is extremely

valuable to the AMORE process.

1. Study Directive

2. Table of Organization and Equipment (TOE)

3. Field Manls

4. Training Circulars

5. Army Regulations (570-2, 611-201, etc.)

6. Common Tables of Allowance

7. TRADOC/Service Schools

8. DA Staff

9. DARCOM

10. Theater Regulations

11. Joint Pubs

12. Other Studies

2.4.3.3 Functional Analysis
2

The purpose of the functional analysis is to relate the

elements of the organization to the function they perform. Each

functional element must then be related to the mission which is
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being examined to determine if that particular function is in fact

required. Each individual, person or equipment item must be related

to some function, however, different missions have different functional

requirements. Familiarize yourself with structure of the organization,

it will usually have some basis in the functions to be performed. If

a new concept is being investigated the functional analysis providesj a logic for developing an organizational structure based on the re-

quired functions and their relation to the required missions of the

organization. The functional analysis provides the basis for the

remaining steps of the unit analysis through the understanding of the

functional capabilities of the organization and the requirement of

the various missions for particular functions.

2.4.3.4 Select Significant Personnel Skills

The requirements for efficient computer use and cost re-

ductions generally require an effort to be made to reduce the size of

the data base. One means of accomplishing this is to combine similar
personnel into one skill line entry. Actually the combination of
like skills is logical for the analysis anyway. The considerations

for separate listings should be different transfer capability, dif-

ferent substitutes available, or different vulnerabilities. If

personnel cannot be differentiated by these criteria then separation

in the AMORE analysis has no significance (see par 2.4.3.5 below).

One should also consider the requirement for each particular skill in

terms of the analysis which is being made. If there is no requirement

for a particular skill to include the possible transfer into a required

skill, then the skill would not be significant to the analysis and can

be eliminated from consideration.

2.4.3.5 Develop Skill Substitution Matrix

The balancing of resources against mission requirements is

a constant process for a military commander, in peacetime as well
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as combat. He must continually consider the assets available and the

mission(s) requirements and reallocate the available resources to

meet those demands. The potential for reallocation, the capability

of one skill to perform another function, is represented in the AMORE

process by the transfer, or substitution matrix. This matrix has a

row and a column for every significant skill represented in the analysis

(see para 2.4.3.4). Each row-column intersection is given a value which

represents the time required for a person with the primary skill re-

presented by the row to be able to function in the skill represented by

the column. For example, the intersection of a row and column with

equal numbers, i.e., that represent the same skill, would be expected

to have a zero value to represent the time for a person of that skill

to perfoxm his own function. (NOTE: The model does not require a

zero value for these elements. It does, however, assume that each

survivor is functional in the primary skill immediately after the de-

gradation is applied, the output capability at 0.00 time (see para

2.4.6.1)). All subsequent capability output will reflect any time

required for those to be functional.

f The time required for transfer to a different skill is de-

rived from a combination of sources; empirical data, experience of

various personnel, reference material such as AR611-20l and other data

sources for skill requirements and capabilities. The analysts must be

careful to insure that capabilities are not misrepresented or that

significant elements of the analysis are not obscured by the combina-

ti.ons made in step 4, para 2.4.3.4. As noted there, different trans-

fer capability and/or different substitute availability generally

require distinction between skills. Note that the AMORE assumption

I.n this regard is that any fill of a skill is at a basic proficiency

level. This is not a requirement of the methodology and if data is
available the analyst may represent any degree of proficiency, but

must maintain consistency throughout the analysis.
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The following considerations are useful in this Drocess:

1. Skills within the same enlisted MOSC: Generally personnel

within the same MOSC with skill level 10 and 20 can be combined and

considered equal in basic proficiency. Skill levels 30 and up can

generally be combined but duties within certain positions may be suf-

ficiently different to require distinction in some skills and/or in

some units.

2. Skills with different MOSC within the same career field:
This area requires a close examination of the basic skill requirements

across the various MOS progression ladders. AR 611-201 provides a "map"

of the MOS. Within the CMF many skill level 10 personnel have a common

background and can be considered equal at that level or at least trans-

ferable with a small time cost. Grade transfers across these MOS pro-

gression ladders must be examined closely.

3. Basic Combat Skills: Skills which are basic training items

can be assumed equal across all MOSC at the 10 level. Skills within

f a team which normally work and train together are usually capable of

transfer at the basic 10 level. A careful examination of skill require-

ments is required before grade shifts in this situation are allowed.

4. Basic Support Skills (cook, light vehicle driver, mechanic's

helper, general supplyman, etc.): At the lower levels most ,wsonnel

can accomplish these functions. Again, grade shifts require careful

analysi.s as do certain skills. For instance, light vehicle drivers

should not generally be combined with heavy vehicle drivers, although

transfers may be possible.

5. Officers: Officers are generally managers and can assume

other officer positions within some short time span required for situation

f2-70
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update. There are, however, more and more specialists which may not

be easily replaced even though they could be used to replace other more

generalized skills (See AR611-101).

6. Warrant Officers: Warrant Officers are by definition

specialists and can assume each other's function only in very closely

related positions (see AR 611-112). Generally they can assume a platoon

leader position in their own chain of command and in some cases possibly
the company commander's position, but their transfer potential is generally

very limited.

The analyst should attempt to consider all possible transfers.

For each row-column cell the first question is: Can the row skill

substitute for the column skill in this particular mission/function?

Given the transfer is possible within a time window of interest to

the analysis (almost any transfer is possible given sufficient training

time): Would transfer be reasonably allowed in the given situation,

mission, posture under investigation? if so, what, if any, time is

likely to be required for the transferee to attain an acceptable level

$of operational capability.

The time represented in the transfer matrix is generally an

orientation time and not OJT time. The situation generally represented

in an AMORE analysis is not appropriate for consideration of OJT. This

does not, however, preclude the use of OJT times if the other elements

of the analysis are consistent. It may also be appropriate to include

travel time In the transfer time of some elements. This should be

done when there is a clear distinction between locations and travel is

a significant part of the transfer.

" In addition to transfer time, the AMORE process considers

the time required by the commander to assess the situation, re-establish

(
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control, and issue orders for the reorganization. This time is

generally considered to be a function of the damage level sustained

by the organization and is therefore input along with the probability.

of degradation (PD). The model uses this time as an increase in the

transfer time for the row skill according to input. This time is added

to every element of the row except the diagonal. The assumption being

that each person will perform his own job without waiting for orders.

This also allows the analyst to discriminate between a zero transfer

time for a skill to perform its own function and a zero time to do some

other function. Even for an analysis where decision delay time is

not appropriate, some minimal value (such as 1) should be used to force

a preference for one's own job over another with a zero transfer time.

Sensitivity analyses based on the transfer matrix can be useful

for many investigations. Changes in transfer time and/or transfer capa-

bility can be used to analyze the benefits of cross-training. The effect

of policy decisions may be demonstrated by examining the capability

when certain transfers are allowed and when they are not allowed. Priority

of reassignments may be enforced by making each lower priority slightly

more costly in terms of transfer time. The analyst must relate the

inputs and the outputs of the model to the questions and issues being

addressed by the analysis. For example, increased level of cross-

training to decrease the transfer time or increase the possible sub-

stitutes for a skill will have little effect if few substitutes are

ever required.

2.4.3.6 Select Significant Equipment Items

The selection of significant equipment items is generally

much more difficult than that of personnel although the same considera-

tions are required (see para 2.4.3.4). This is caused by the proliferation

of equipment items in a typical organization and greater importance of

reducing the number of items considered for computer efficiency. The

consideration of damage categories light and moderate,as available
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unit assets, causes most of the materiel arrays to be tripled in size

compared to the corresponding personnel array. Again, like items should

be combined where possible on the basis of same transfer capabilizy,

same substitute availability, and same vulnerability. Each item should

be examined closely for its relevance to unit capability. If the item

is not available does the unit suffer a significant capability loss?

Does it provide an appropriate substitute for a required item?

2.4.3.7 Develop Equipment Substitution Matrix

The development of the equipment substitution matrix should

generally follow the same steps as development of the personnel sub-

stitution matrix (see para 2.4.3.5). The basic time requirement is better

called adaptation time than orientation time. That is,in order to per-

form some other function, the equipment item may require adjustments or

reconfiguration. This and repositioning time are likely to be the most
significant elements of materiel transfer time.

' -Materiel items are also considered available for use by the

unit following repair of light or moderate damage. This is modeled by

creating two additional transfer matrices for materiel and adding to

the transfer time the appropriate repair time. Equipment which is assessed

as receiving light or moderate damage then becomes the assets of these
rows and are available to fill the column demands, but with the additional

cost of the repair time.

2.4.3.8 Develop Mission Essential Teams

The mission capability of an organization is described in

-. AMORE as a number of teams or increments of capability. The analyst

must develop a meaningful way to express the requirements of these
teams so that they truly represent increments of organizational capability.
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The team requirements should reflect the essential needs to perform. the

mission which is being analyzed. Different missions must define dif-

ferent team requirements.

This process starts with the identification of the smallest

(most basic) module, both people and things, of unit performance. Below

this level no output, pertinent to this unit's mission, could be obtained.

Examples of such modules would be an infantry fire team, an artillery

piece and crew, or a tank team. These modules are usually referred

to as the basic increment of capability and every organization com-

prises n" such increments.

The next step is to identify the specific resources, skills

and equipment, required to er,able the basic module to perform its por-

tion of -he mission over the specified period. These resources are

such. things as command and control elements, fire control and/or fire

direction elements, and support slices such as supply, maintenance and
medical support. The idea here is to identify the minimal resources

required to produce the increment of mission performance. No mission

capability will exist if there is a shortage of these "mission essential

elements." Additional increments of mission capability are constructed

similarly by the addition of some minimal set of resources. These are

explicitly identified until full unit capability can be realized.

To this point we have noted resources must include both per-

sonnel and equipment. In practice either of these may be used to define

the basic capability increment, such as a tank or an infantry fire team,

and the other is then coordinated with that base. Either way it is an

iterative process to insure that the equipment has the proper personnel

associated with it and the personnel have thi proper equipment for

mission performance.

(
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Throughout this process the mission definition for the analysis

is the primary consideration. The functions required by the mission

define the resource requirements. Only those resources should be included

in the mission essential team requirements. Different missions should

be analyzed using a team construct for those missions. Questions as to

requirements of a particular mission should be resolved or examined by

sensitivity analysis of the different team build. In this way one can

at least determine the effect of the requirement variation on unit

capability. A large effect means that more research must be done to

resolve the question. A small or no effect tells the analyst that
D his concern was not justified.

The AMORE model is designed to accommodate these sensitivity

analyses and comparison of different mission requirements through its

V capability to accept multiple missions (multiple sets of team require-

ments). Running AMORE in this way provides a comparison of unit

capability to meet the various mission requirements with the same

set of surviving assets. This insures that the analysis is not con-

fused by the stochastic process of damage application which might

occur from separate runs.

2.4.4 Analysis of Degrading Mechanism

The analysis of the degrading mechanism results in completion

of the last four input data requirements listed in paragraph 2.4.2,

namely:

8. Damage and/or loss probabilities,

9. Damage repair times for materiel items,

10. Commanders decision or delay time prior to reorqanization,

: 11. Time specification for capability assessment.
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While these elements have already been partially addressed

under Unit Analysis (para 2.4.3), the final selection of the degradation

mechanism will complete these inputs and may cause modification of
previous input decisions.

In fact, the selection of degradation means cannot, in

general, be accomplished in isolation from those steps followed in

unit analysis reviewed In the previous section 2.4.3. Therefore,

in developing the suggested steps to be followed, it will be assumed

that the user coordinates these processes with the unit analysis steps.

As a start, the problem definition step is repeated. With the above

cautions in mind, the following steps are recommended.

1. Problem Definition

2. Select Approach

3. Adjust for Environmental Degradation

4. Adjust for Individual Degradation

5. Develop Sensitivity Plan

2.4.4.1 Problem Definition

This step is suggestive that the degradation mechanism is

selected in concert with unit analyses as cited above. But further

considerations of the issues to be addressed may need to be made. The

most accurate kind of degradation analysis is probably that resulting

from JMEM*-based analysis. Given a specific unit configuration, a

specific attacking weapon system and a specific scenario, JME-based

analyses accurately predict relative losses of specified items and

personnel. But the probability of finding exactly that unit config-

uration, weapon system and specific scenario is remote. Accordingly,

this section suggests not only J4EM-based analysis but some useful

-. alternati ves.

* Joint Munitions Effectiveness Manual

(
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if, for example, the problem is to assess unit readiness in

peacetime, JMEM-based analysis is useless.

Thus, the problem definition phase is the prelude to the

selection of the approach. For the purposes of selection of degra-

dation mechanism, the problem definition step should result in a

)clear statement of questions to be answered by the AMORE analysis.

2.4.4.2 Select Approach

The potential degradation mechanisms are classified as

follows:

1. Point source

) 2. Simulation

3. Degradation spectrum

4. Unit oriented

Each will now be discussed.

I , 2.4.4.2.1

Point Source. The best example of a point source degradation

mechanism is that resulting from a JMEM-based analysis. It represents

a single attacking weapon/munition combination, a single unit con-

figuration, and a specified scenario. It is the best choice when

we need to assess organizational vulnerability against a specific

weapon/munition combination. We may, through AMORE analysis, wish

to harden the unit against some specific weapon system. A Judiciously

selected series of these kinds of analyses can provide comprehensive

insights on where the functional and individual choke points will be

for the specifics described above.
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Such analysis is also useful for blue-on-red type problems,

i.e., when evaluating blue weapon system choices. Ideally such analysis

may result in individual probabilities for each separate skill and

for each materiel item to include light and moderate materiel damage

with associated repair times.

Materiel damage repair times can also result from other

studies, analyses, or from estimates based on proponent input.

Then the materiel is conceptual, a best guess or the

closest JMEM like item is used.

The user may have to experiment with repair times in order

to help discover or develop new concepts. For example, a repair

specification for a new system may be derived from several AMORE

trials by identifying the maximum repair time that improves capability

to a required level.

Thus a combined point source analysis and parametric varia-

j I tion could be used where design payoffs are to be discovered.

As described earlier, the point source degradation mechanism

based on JMEM analysis may be the best predictor of individual prob-

abilities of loss. But it is wise to be explicit about the assumptions

made in using such analyses results.

2.4.4.2.2

Simulation. An alternative source of relative vulnerabilities

is from a simulation. Some combat simulations result in killer-

victim scoreboards where relative losses of materiel (Battle model,

CARMONETTE, CASTFOREM) or personnel by skill (CASTFORE4) can be
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inferred. In those which do not discriminate among various skills,

they may at least provide relative losses of personnel-to-equipment.

Combat simulation results should be preferred when the

emphasis is on assessing the unit and not a specific weapons effect.

Combat simulations have the advantage of accommodating two-sided

multiple weapon effects.

There are other kinds of simulations. For example, chemical

effects simulations were used in the study "Logistics System Surviv-

ability in a Chemical Warfare Environment." ' l  The PARACOMPT model was

used to simulate the placement of chemical munitions in the vicinity

of the target. The NUSSE model was used to simulate the dispersal

of the agent as a toxic rain. Such simulations took into account

individual/job-related vulnerabilitles and degree of protection. The

above two models are but examples (the Army owns those and other

chemical effects simulations).

9 iAnother kind of simulation might be termed a regenerative

one. If the effects of readiness degradation are being studied, one

approach is to stochastically build units until various readiness

deterministically (two iterations of derived manning with zero proba-

bility of incapacitation) or individually.

The source for simulations can be (as with JMEM-based

analysis) in-house agencies (AMSAA, BRL, CAA, TRASANA) or other

analyses which use simulations.

.11

.)

SAI, Conducted for US Army, August 1980.
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2.4.4.2.3

Deoradation Spectrum. The idea behind a deliberate spectrum

of degradation is to gain insight regarding both the unit and a

spectrum of munition attacks. The scheme is to systematically vary

personnel and materiel damage levels. In its ultimate form these
I . variations can generate results which in turn can be used in regression

analyses.

In a regression analysis we attempt to fit mathematical

surfaces to analytical or empirical data. As a simple example, some
modern pocket calculators can develop the equation of a trend

line, given sets of data. But the best fit may not be a line.*

If we think of a given set of points in space and imagine

a mathematical surface close to those points, regression analysis tries
to find the closest describable surface, given the points. Figure 2-28

shows a form of regression analysis which has been used for AMORE

J curves with success.** "Success" translates to; the "describable sur-

I face" fits the data very well. If the analyst can do (or have done
for him) a successful regression analysis, he has then replaced an

AMORE simulation software model with an AMORE mathematical approximation

model. He can use the mathematical model with a table top calculator
(programmable preferred) to draw inferences without further AMORE runs.
What he cannot do is make changes in team composition or substitutability.
Figures 2-29 and 2-30 show two families of curves resulting from the

regression model in Figure 2-28.

Some calculators take this into account by using linear combinaz-
tions of non-linear mathematical functions.

.I * Also discussed in paragraph 2.4.6.1.
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Figure 2-29 shows the values of the coefficients determined
from the analysis for a Mechanized Infantry Company.* The curves were

- calculated from the regression equation to produce equal capability

locations at one hour after an attack with applicable damage combinations.

Figure 2-30 shows the same scheme for maximum recoverable capability.

Comparing the two figures shows how resilient the unit is to personnel

losses relative to materiel losses as recovery time increases. The
spectrum of losses is much broader than from a point source (e.g.,

* JMEM) and would likely encompass those losses encountered by units from
many sources--to include peacetime readiness shortfalls, drug abuse, etc.

Other advantages of the degradation spectrum approach are

that the families of curves can be easily divided into two regions.

1) Where the rate of change of capability with personnel
incapacitation is higher than the rate of change of capability with

materiel damage, i.e., ac > c

2) Where the rate of change of capability with respect

to materiel damage is higher than the rate of change of capability

with respect to personnel incapacitation, i.e., ac
am ap

In the part of the p, m plane where these conditions hold region 1 is
personnel dominant and region 2 is materiel dominant. Personnel

dominance means that the capability of the organization is limited

by its personnel resources; likewise materiel dominance limits capabil-

ity due to materiel. The curves can thus be made to build a contour

map of unit vulnerabilities. In Figures 2-29 and 2-30, a line separates

these two regions. Along that line the unit is both personnel and

materiel limited. It would need replacements of both people and things

* The data base for this and other US organizations is contained
in the Study of Sustainable Loss Rates, SAI, for US Army, Feb. 1981.
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to improve capaoility. In a sense, the line is the unit's line of

greatest vulnerability. If we can plot where we are in some scenario

on these diagrams (using perhaps a combination of JMEM4-based analyses),

it provides insights on where the shortest paths are both to replenishment

and to failure.

0 As an example, on Figure 2-30 if we are at the point .11.1,

a small amount of materiel damage would degrade the unit whereas a

large amount of personnel damage would be required for the same lower-

ing of capability. The shortest path to improvement at that point is

restoration of equipment.

The use of a degradation spectrum approach leads to some

complicated mathematical expressions, but the rewards in mathematical

possibilities are manifold. The degradation spectrum approach should

be considered when the degradation to be faced by a unit is unknown

* or uncertain. While regression analysis capability is extremely

useful, it is not absolutely necessary to produce iso-capability maps.

9 An alternative rapid approach is to produce several AMORE runs

based on a systematically selected sample of points. Plot the capabil-

ities of interest, estimate where the equal capability curves are and
sketch them in.

2.4.4.2.4

Unit Oriented. The unit oriented approach to degradation is
) by far the simplest, easiest to implement and inherently practical from

a resiliency standpoint.

The approach takes into account the fact that there are two

* kinds of unit reactions to degradation: (See also para 2.4.6.4)

i2
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o opulation limited

o Skill or materiel limited.

For the purposes of this discussion assume we are interested

in personnel only. If a unit gets attacked and has enougn survivors

left to fill the requirements of some number of teams (e.g., up to the

13th team) and if it can build 13 teams, it is population limited. As

an example suppose a unit has 100 personnel subjected to 20 percent at-

trition leaving 80 personnel. Suppose further the 13th team of 17 re-

quires 80 personnel. If I can assign or crossassign the 80 survivors

to the 80 requirements, then the capability of the unit is limited

only by population. I cannot possibly have more capability than 13

teams since it would require more people than those that survived.

Now consider an alternative case. There are again 80 sur-

vivors, but instead of 13 teams I can only build 11 (which required,

as an example, 68 people). I must have 12 personnel surplus. Implic-

itly there was no way I could have reassigned personnel so as to use

them all. This further implies that theie is some set of skills on

the 12th team (and the 13th) that I cannot fill with the remaining

resources. I neither have the right skill nor a substitutable skill.

In such a case we are skill limited and have much less capability for

the same level of resources.

Ideally the best units are those which maximize capability

for any given surviving resources. Accordingly, we have inferred a

unit design goal and thereby a standard against which to measure

-actual units. I.e., each unit shall be population limited.

Now there is a simple way to test whether a unit is popula-

tion limited and if not, why not.

2 0
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1) Establish the population numbers required for capability

levels of interest (i.e., add the cumulative populations required for

each team level of interest).

2) Compare populations required with the unit manning popula-

tion, e.g., build a table as follows:

ESSENTIALS
TEAM FOR EACH TEAM INITIAL

LEVEL OF SURVIVORS STRENGTH SURVIVOR
INTEREST REQUIRED POPULATION PERCENTAGE ATTRITION

11 68 100 68 32%

12 74 100 74 26.

13 80 100 80 20%

14 87 100 87 13%

It is recommended that the above calculated attritions, less a small

cushion be used across the board to test for resiliency at the levels

shown. E.g., can we build 11 teams with 30 percent attrition, 12 teams

i ' with 24 percent, 13 teams with 18 percent and 14 teams with 11 percent?

3) Apply the adjusted attrition and look for population

limiting or critical skills.

We have identified the critical points of the unit. If

specific skills significantly limit achieving the goal capability

level, then adjusting the organization to enable filling these skills

is the most highly leveraged fix one could make to improve unit cap-

ability.

I

IExamples of fixes are:

o Cross train a surplus skill into the shortfall skill.

o Harden the critical skill(s).
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o Adjust the TOE to make more of the critical skill
available at the expfnse of the surplus skill.

o Adjust the TOE to increase availability of skills tha:
can substitute into the critical skill at the expense
of the surplus skill.

Tacitly we have assumed that all skills are equally vulnerable.

Procedures to test the sensitivity of the results to this assumption

are discussed at paragraph 2.4.4.5 "Develop Sensitivity Plan."

2.4.4.3 Adjust for Environmental Degradation

Environmental degradation is that degradation which affects

all personnel due to the same phenomenon. But each member of the

unit need not be effected equally. An example of environmental de-

gradation is that resulting from wearing chemical protective clothing.

Field measurements can and have shown the best work and rest periods

which various workers will be able to sustain productively. For

example, given 8OF in the normal fatigue uniform with sleeves

*rolled up, an individual performing light duties can work for 180TI
minutes but must rest 20 minutes to offset the heat buildup. If his

allowable work time is Wt and required rest time is Rt then his

relative productivity is Wt X " 180 1 80 o.
WIt- 8 +t zu2 90.

If he is performing moderate duty, his relative productivity

may be .65 and if he is a heavy laborer, .30. What do these relative

productivities do to the team performance?

There are two approaches to adjusting AMORE to a work to

work-plus-rest environment.

The first is a direct approach and adjusts the MET (mission

essential teams) to compensate for lowered relative productivity.

As an example, if an individual skill's relative productivity (P) is
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.5 the needs for that skill could be doubled. For each MET skill, adjust

by multiplying by the reciprocal of P (rounding up to tne nearest whole
~skills).

Now run AMORE and it is likely for any level of degradation

that fewer teams can be built than for a baseline undegraded case.
13 Accordingly, the unit will have a measurably lowered capability.

There is a second approach that gives similar results

(equal capability degradation), avoids the round off problem, and

can compare degraded capability with undegraded in one run. Consider

the following table:

WORK WORK REST RELATIVE
STRESS (MINUTES) (MINUTES) PMODUCTIVITY

Light WL RL PL

Moderate WM RM PM

Heavy WH RH PH

" The P's are derived from the previous two columns; e.g.

PM= WM

There can be any number of work stress categories as long as

the W's and R's are measured or can be estimated. The problem now

is to translate PL, PM and PH into a relative team or unit productivity

(P).

In an untrained team P is approximated or limited by the

minimum value of PL, PM, or P1, i.e., P a PH. The categories other

). than the minimum are awaiting the end of the frequent resting of the
8 heavy laborers or have finished their job. Is there a way of re-

balancing the load to get a P • PH? The answer is to train the team

for the more productive to reallocate some of their time to help the

more sluggish members, i.e., we wish to find a P such that

i.'
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P x ML, P x MM, and P x MH (where ML, MM, MH are the required mannings

of the MET for light, moderate and heavy stress labor) are tne effective

residual capabilities for each level of stress. To do this the light

3nd moderate categories must augment the heavy stress as follows:

P x ML = P x ML - MLM - MLH

P x MM PM x W - MMH +MLM

P x MH = PH x MH + MLH + MMH

where

MLM = effective manning shifted from light to moderate stress
MLH = effective manning shifted from light to heavy stress

MMH ' effective manning shifted from moderate to heavy stress

if equations (1), (2) and (3) are added:

P x (ML + MH) = PL x ML + PM x MM + PH x MH

Since loss of manning shifted from one category equals that gained
by another.

or P L x ML + PM x W4 + PH x MH
ML + W + MH

This formula is easy to interpret as the individual produc-

tivity at each stress level weighted by required manning at the level

to produce an effective team productivity. P will generally be greater

than P but the implicit assumptions are that the team is perfectly

trained to use their slack time to offset the heaviest burdens.

2.4.4.4 Adjust for Individual Degradation

There is another type of degradation which occurs due to

either
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o An idividual not being fully trained or practiced.

o An individual of lower competence substituting for one
of higher competence.

The first thing to realize under either of the above condi-

tions is that the resulting mission performance may not be degraded.

First we assume that the two types of degradation mean that the

individual takes longer to perform at acceptable quality levels. If

this assumption is not true we should disallow either the original

assignment or substitution.

Now if it takes the individual longer, then it must be

determined if he delays the mission cycle completion time. He may

have slack in his contribution to mission performance which can absorb

all or some of the protracted performance times. If the individual

has little or no slack (i.e., is on the critical path for mission

performance--like an artillery gunner) then the following adjustments

may be made.

1) Estimate the proportional increase in mission cycle
times (P) to achieve given standards.

2) Degrade the appropriate number of teams by I

Take the first type of degradation;"an individual not being

fully trained or practiced." Assume a proportion of individuals were

just assigned from reserve units. They are well trained but take 10
percent longer to perform their contribution to the mission cycle.

Assume further that analysis shows that this will protract acceptable

mission cycle time by 5 percent and that these are assigned to half the

teams. Then capability is adjusted as follows:

C CC ICAdi 37+ 7 X N

*.976 x C
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For the secono case; "an individual of lower comoetence sub-

stituting for one of higner competence." The key is in the first

step of estimating "the proportionate increase in mission cycle time"

i.e., examine the sensitivity analysis assignment matrix. This matrix

is an optional output and shows the relative frequencies of assign-

-Iments and substitutions. If a substitution would add to mission cycle

time but is not used, mission cycle time is not affected. Where

substitutions occurred, an estimate is made as to their influence
(proportionate) on mission cycle time (to include a zero proportionate

change--as with the individual filling his own skill). The proportionate

increases are weighted by the frequencies of all substitutions to the

affected skill. (NOTE: the problem may only occur for a portion of

the total replications). The weighted average proportionate increase

PW then is used to modify achieved capability, i.e.,

ICAdj a C x 1 +-P

I ' ' W

This technique was recently applied to a field artillery

battery. The gunner was considered to be on the critical path for the
mission cycle. Protractions of time range from none for the gunner

himself to 5 percent for the chief of section substituting to 30 per-

cent for an ammunition handler substituting. But the preponderance

of substitutions for the gunner were by the gunner himself or from

skills not costing highly in mission cycle time. The net result

was an expected 2.4 percent increase in mission cycle time at 30 per-

cent incapacitation. Adjusted capability would be:

CAd - C x l .977C.

For the particular case this was not operationally significant.
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2.4.4.5 Develop Sensitivity Plan

in many instances we have assumed equal vulnerabilities among

personnel skills. In other instances there may be uncertainties re-

garding degradation assumptions. In these kinds of instances it is

usually prudent to plan for and conduct sensitivity analyses.

In particular, we would like to measure or determine the

sensitivity of capability to changes assumptions regarding degradation

levels. This paragraph proposes a decision tree approach which should

simplify the analysis and eleminate redundant additional AMORE runs.

Consider the decision tree in Figure 2-31.

We begin by selecting the highest across the board degra-

dation levels to include any uncertainties, i.e., "select highest

useful level." If from this we realize full capability (or acceptable

capability) we are finished because any lesser degradation will notI. worsen capability results.

If the foregoing is not the case then we are on either one

of the two remaining paths. The path chosen depends on whether the

highest level results in limited capability by population* or by

skill/item.

In each case likely candidates are selected to relax the
degradation level (likely because of uncertainty or because some skills

* Recall that in paragraph 2.4.4.2.4 we introduced the notion of popula-

tion limited versus skill or item limited units. Population limited
units generally used all survivors. Skill limited (or materiel
item) limited units had unusable surplus survivors and less capability
for want of critical skills or their substitutes.
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are known or expected to be less vulnerable). A new degradation level

for the selected skill (item) is chosen based on estimated relative

0-. vulnerability or uncertainty. If the unit was critical skill (item)

limited, then two additional runs must be made to lower attrition

levels for both critical and non-critical separately.

*! Each path leads to a series of up to four questions to be

answered concerning the results of the sensitivity runs. Note that

an affirmative response to question two automatically answers questions

three and four.
0

If the analysis does not require interest in critical people

or items then we are only interested in question one which is the

basic sensitivity question.

2.4.5 Output Analysis

The AMORE model outputs fall into two categories; standard

e output and optional output.

Standard outputs are:

1) Input data.

2) Capability as a function of time.

a) Using transfer time input as the mean of a
di stri buti on.

b) Using the input mean transfer times deterministically.

3) Integral of the capability over time function.

Optional outputs are:

1) Sensitivity analysis assignment matrix.

2) Sensitivity analysis needs and surplus (choke analysis)
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a) Single optimal solution considered.
b) Multiple optimal solutions considered.

The model has input option flags to enable the analyst to

choose the output desired. The input only flag is used to hlave the
model read the data and provide a reformatted output of the data to

assist in verification. When this flag is set, other flag settings

have no effect other than to invoke warning message printing if settings
are inconsistent. If the input only switch is set to zero, then model

processing will occur and results data will be output as selected by

other option flags.

The number of iterations or the number of stochastic appli-

cations of the input probability of degradation must be selected by the
user. All desired calculations are made following each application of

the degradation and results are then averaged over the iterations. The

results therefore represent the average capability, etc., of the unit
given many samples of surviving assets as opposed to the capability of

the unit given an average set of survivors. The number of iterations

used is important to the statistical significance of the results.
Sufficient iterations are required to obtain convergence of the results

while insuring the most efficient use of computer resources. See
paragraph 2.4.6 for more detail.

If the remaining options are zeroed the standard output of
a complete model run is the capability as a function of time and the

integral of the capability over time, or area under the capability-time
curve. This capability is calculated from the teams completed using

the assets available at a particular time. The time of availability
is normally picked randomly from a distribution using the input time

for a transfer to become effective as the mean of that distribution.

By means of an option switch the user may choose to use the input

times directly without sampling.
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The assignments made to complete the team build may be ex-
amined by selecting the optional output of the assignment matrix. As
noted aoove, each application of the degradation results in a different

set of surviving assets. These assets will then be allocated in a way
that results in the completion of the largest possible team in the
minimum time. The results of these assignments are output in the

Sensitivity Analysis Assignment Matrix if that output is selected.

If the unit capability is below its maximum the obvious

question is why? What does the unit require to build more teams?

This information is available through the optional output, Sensitivity

Analysis Needs and Surplus. This output is commonly referred to as

the "choke" analysis, in that it identifies the assets which are choke
points to completion of a higher unit capability. The model identifies

these choke points by attempting to complete one more team increment
than the maximum achievable, identified above, and determining what is
missing. This attempt is made again in a way to optimize the completion

of that team in the minimum possible time. The solution chosen by the

model will be an optimum solution, but may be one of the many possible

optimum solutions. The normal mode for the model is to use this first

optimal solution only, the results representing averages of the first

solution from a number of iterations. As noted above, any particular

iteration may have any number of optimal solutions. These may be

examined through use of the multiple optimal solution option switch.
This option must be used in conjunction with the choke option and is

very costly in computer time due to the long searches, solution com-

parisons, dead ends, and restarts required.

The discussions in the remainder of this section will refer

to output examples presented in Section 2.3. The reader should refer

to that section during study of this section. The discussions will be

limited to results output.
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2.4.6 Output Options

The output options noted above have been included in the

AMORE model primarily to reduce computer time requirements when certain

data are not desired or required. The analyst must decide which data is

required as a part of the problem definition phase. He must know what

questions are being asked and what measures of effectiveness (MOE) or

measures of performance (MOP) may be useful in answering these questions.

Some potential MOE/MOP are:

1) Capability as a function of time.

2) Potential productivity, derived from area under
the capability over time curve.

3) Sustainabillty, the change of capability with respect
to a change in loss rate (personnel or materiel).

4) Change in recovery (reconstitution) time or rate.

5) Identification of who or what is critical to
additional capability.

6) Assignments made for reconstitution.

Establishing the MOE/MOP necessary to the study will assist

in answering the question of: What comparisons are to be made? Is a

base case needed and if so how should it be defined? Is it necessary

to examine several missions? Are different levels of asset loss to be

applied? Over what range? Are they scenario determined or parametric

values? Many of these questions will have been addressed and possibly

answered during the input development. Many of the ideas discussed here

are also addressed in paragraphs 2.4.2-2.4.4. They are also important

in determining what output data is required and in how it must be

presented to answer or provide insights to the major study issues.

2.4.6.1 Organizational Capability

The organizational capability is output as a function of time
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in terms of personnel, materiel, and the composite unit or minimum of

personnel and materiel. The results represent the average of all
Siterations. Figure 2-32 shows a typical presentation of this data.

Figure 2-32 represents the data shown in Figure 2-20, page 2-50 to

include a representation of the 90% confidence interval. The con-

fidence interval shows the band (+/-) within which 90% of the values

are expected. The width of this band is inversely proportional to

the square root of the number of iterations or samples. Therefore,
it will require approximately four times the number of iterations

to reduce the confidence interval by half.

Figure 2-32 shows a great divergence of the personnel and

materiel capability over time. It further shows that materiel is

always the limiting or minimum factor at any time greater than 0.5 hours.
* At that time the materiel capability and unit capability become equal

and remain so. Prior to a half hour there were some cases where personnel

capability was lower than the materiel capability, this drove the average

unit capability lower than either.

The results shown are based on sampling of a distribution to

establish the time of availability for each transfer. An option is

available, discussed above, to use the times directly as input. Time
~of availability for a transfer is the sum of the transfer time,

* i commander's decision delay time (except for diagonal elements of the

transfer matrix), and, when appropriate, the repair time. The time
wben each person or materiel item will be available for use on a team

is determined using this time directly or as the mean of an exponential
distribution. Figure 2-33 provides a comparison of the unit capability

curve from Figure 2-32 (Sampled Times) and the unit capability results
when only the mean times are used (data from Figure 2-26, page 2-63).

Note that both curves start and end (infinite time) at exactly
the same value, thus demonstrating the fact that changing the transfer

(I29
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times may change the time or rate of recovery but will not change the

total capability recovered. When the distribution of times was used

there were several instances when total recovery was not realized

until after six hours. The infinite time capability is shown to

demonstrate this gain in capability after, or later than, the last

specified time. Although the figure does not show it, the data shows

that when the mean times were used maximum recovery was reached at

4.75 hours. As noted, when the times were sampled some items were

not available until after the six hour time frame established for the

study. These items were, however, expected (mean time) to be available

prior to six hours, as shown by the mean time case the longest mean time

was less than 4.75 hours. It also shows that almost always returns

were complete prior to 4.25 hours. Any item which has a total expected

time exceeding the last specified time, in this case six hours, would be

assumed not available for reconstitution, including infinite time.

This assumption always applies even though sampling might result in

the occasional availability of the item within the designated time frame.*

This fact of model behavior has been used to demonstrate the

effect of changing policy for reallocation of assets. The time or rate

of recovery was not an appropriate MOE so the transfer times were rede-

fined as indices of assignment policy. The maximum time horizon was

then set so that different policy indices were included (or excluded)

on different runs. This allowed one simple input change to reflect

what became a totally different transfer matrix with no changes actually

made to the transfer matrix.

A presentation of unit capability as a function of personnel

and materiel losses is shown in Figure 2-34. This presentation results

from a mathematical model of the unit response to losses based on

Ii

* The software behavior "imitates" a cammander's elimination of options
based on planning times beyond his planning horizon.
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regression analysis using the result s from many AMORE runs. Speci'ic

damage combinations and levels of losses are scenario deoendent and

subject to wide interpretation and variation. Combat intensity or the

levels of losses a commander will accept or allow before breaking con-

tact are difficult to predict. For these reasons a generalized para-

metric approach to unit analysis is sometimes appropriate and may

provide insights to a wide variety of specific scenario cases. Charts

such as the one at Figure 2-34 or the mathematical model used to com-

plete the chart provide this capability (see also para 2.4.4.2.3).

A mathematical model developed by SAI is shown below. This

model has been found to provide good regression results for the many

units it has been applied to by SAI.

C - Ao + Aim + A2m(l-m)t + A3mp + A4mp(lP)t

+ A5m(l-m)t p (l-p)t + A6pm(l-m)t + A7 p 1 -p)t + A8p

Where C = Unit Capability

t = Time After Loss
p = Fractional Loss of Personnel Assets

m - Fractional Loss of Materiel Assets

Ai = Coefficients Determined by Regression Analysis

The coefficients (Ai) of this Unit Capability/Time Model are unit

dependent. The unit must be defined by mission, mission essential

team structure, and transferability of personnel and equipment items.

Changes to any of these items would require re-validation of the unit

model and would be likely to produce a different set of coefficients.

This model makes it possible to plot the unit capability

curve as in Figure 2-32 for any particular combination of personnel and

materiel losses. A much greater utility is demonstrated by Figure 2-34
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wnere caoability contours as a function of personnel and material losses

are plotted for some particular time after loss.

The capability contour chart is divided into personnel and

materiel dominant regions by the equal impact line. This line is more

accurately a zone which, for convenience, has been represented by a

line. The equal impact line connects points on each capability con-

tour where the capability is changed equally by a change of personnel

or materiel loss. The regions identify the factor which is dominant

to changes in unit capability. For example the point p =.2, m = .24

(Figure 2-34) is located in the materiel dominant region. Changes of

the net materiel losses, either by increasing damage or by replacement

of losses, will have a greater impact on capability than changes in

the personnel loss. At this particular point a change in m of + 0.1

)results in a change of capability of approximately ± 0.1. It can be

seen that a large increase in personnel loss (0.28) would be required

to lower the capability from 0.7 to 0.6. A decrease in the personnel

loss to zero would have little effect on capability.

The chart graphically portrays the response of a unit to

losses. The units inherent sustainability and sensitivities are

apparent and may point out areas requiring further study. For example,

if the unit is shown to be extremely sensitive to losses, what is the

cause? What are the possible improvements? (i.e., hardening, cross-

training, redundancy, etc.) What are the threats to this unit? Given

specific threats or scenario defined losses, would personnel or materiel

replacements have a greater impact on capability? Within the force

context, are more of these unit types required to insure sufficient

capability, given a defined scenario?

2.4.6.2 Potential Unit Productivity

For some analyses a possibly more meaningful measure of the

effect of unit degradation is provided by the integral of capability
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over time. This area under the capability curve provides a measure

of the accumulated effective unit hours over some time frame. The

effective unit hours available to a unit define the maximum output

potential of the unit in time.* The quantification of this relation

is generally straight-forward for units which produce some easily

measurable output. Other units may present varying degrees of diffi-

culty in establishing the relation between effective time and produc-

tivity. This measure is particularly important in an operational

situation where a certain minimal amount of output is required from

a unit. The unit may be able to attain some specified capability

level but lose a significant amount of productivity in the process.

If the output of the unit is critical to an ongoing operation, the

ultimate capability attained by the unit may be less important than

the effective unit hours available.

Figure 2-35 shows the capability/time curves for a Tank

Company considering two loss cases. Both cases have 30 percent per-

sonnel loss; differences are in materiel loss. Case 1 reflects a 30

percent materiel loss. Case 2 also has a 30 percent materiel loss with

an additional 10 percent crew repairable damage (20 minutes mean time)

and 10 percent unit repairable damage (240 minute mean time). In both

cases the unit is able to attain 70 percent capability.

Figure 2-36 shows the effective unit hours for these two cases

compared to a reference line representing a unit at 60 percent

capability over the entire time. Case 1: the unit requires 5 hours
to have the same output potential as a 60 percent unit even though

the unit capability is up to 70 percent in 2 1/2 hours. Case 2: the

unit output potential is well below that of a 60 percent capable unit

for an extended period of time. Figure 2-35 shows the unit in Case 2

• This, in turn, can be converted to potential product (such as
ammunition throughput short tons).

2-(1)
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is above 60 percent capability after 8 hours but 24 hours is reouired

to match the effective unit hours.

Figure 2-37 shows the effective unit hours, equated to

ammunition handling capability, for an Ordnance Ammunition Compai-y

after 30 percent personnel loss with: Case 1, 10 percent materiel

loss and Case 2, 10 percent crew repairable damage (20 minutes mean

time), 10 percent unit repairable damage (240 minute mean time), and

10 percent materiel loss. In both cases the unit recovers to approxi-

mately 70 percent capability with Case 2 requiring a significantly

longer time. A comparison is also provided for a unit at 60 percent

capability for the entire period. In Case 1, although the unit attains

70 percent capability in 4 hours, it requires 7 hours to provide the

ammunition handling capability of the 60 percent unit. In Case 2 the

unit requires approximately 22 hours to match the productivity of a

60 percent unit even though unit capability is above 60 percent at 6

hours.

The potential productivity provides a measure of effective-

ness for units which has utility for use in force effectiveness evalu-

ations. The user must define the time of interest and the require-

ment standard for the unit. The effect of a specific loss to the unit

can then be related to its effect on the force. The AMORE model pro-

vides this data as a part of the standard results output. Data for

both unit hours and team hours (unit hours x number of unit teams) is

provided so that the measure most relevant to output production may

be used by the analyst. A sample of this output is given in Figure 2-21,

Page 2-51.

2.4.6.3 Assignment Matrix

Each iteration of asset degradation results in a different

set of survivors. These survivors are likely to result in a different
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team reconstitution capability on different iterations. The assignments

made for reconstitution on each iteration are compiled by the team level

accomplished. The assignment matrix output is the average assignments

made to build team "X" for all those iterations where team "V was

the maximum reconstituted level. A sample of the assignment matrix

output is shown at Figure 2-25, pages 2-61 and 62.

The assignment matrix is provided for the investigation of

how reallocations were made to reconstitute unit capability. One of
the first uses is to see what high time cost reallocations were made.

if Any significant number of transfers required to reconstitute the unit,

point out possibilities for improvement of recovery time through

additional cross-training. Those required transfers with a high time

cost, and the possibility of significant reduction, offer the opportunity

for the most significant gains. As noted previously, changing transfer

times will not improve the ultimate capability achievement but may have

a significant impact on rate of recovery and therefore on the effective

unit hours. However, if the assignment matrix shows few or none of

I' a particular transfer was used then changing or even eliminating that

transfer capability would have little, if any, effect on unit recovery.

The assignment matrix also shows what was excess to the

D designated team requirements (SURPLUS column) and the total survivors

in each skill or materiel item. Materiel items are further divided

by the categories of undamaged, light damage, and moderate damage.

Assignments required from the damaged items show where it may be

important to have maintenance personnel, parts, and equipment to aid

in unit recovery. By the same token the surplus or excess items in

the damage categories show where a repair capability would have no,

or little benefit to unit recovery.
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2.4.6.4 Choke Analysis

For those occasions (iterations) when the unit is unable to

reconstitute full capability the obvious question is: Why? The choke

analysis output provides this information. The data is compiled by

team level in the same manner as the assignment matrix data. For each

iteration that team "X" is able to be completed, the model will attempt

to reconstitute team "X+l". The personnel or materiel items which are

needed but not available to complete team "X+l" are referred to as the

"choke points." The data output by the model is again the average for

all those iterations where the team level "X+l" was next above the

maximum recovered capability. The iterations correspond directly to

those shown in the assignment matrix for team "X", as do the total

assets available. A sample of the choke data output is shown at

Figure 2-22, page 2-58.

The data shown in the choke analysis output are the things

needed (NEEDS) to complete the designated team and those things excess

(SURPLUS) to the requirements of that team. Each value is the average

per iteration for the numbers of iterations shown. The standard

deviation for each value is also given. The choke data identifies those

personnel and materiel items critical to additional capability in the

unit. The surplus items show where possible transfer capability

additions could be used to increase unit recovered capability. In-

creasing the transfer capability to skills or items not needed or not

critical for additional capability is not likely to provide a signif-

icant increase in capability. There is a possibility of creating

other ways to satisfy the needs and thus gaining some capability, but

the most significant effect on unit capability recovery will be pro-
vided by the creation of new sources of the critical personnel or

materiel items, whether by cross-training, redundancy, or replacement.

Further, it may do the unit little good to provide personnel replace-

ments if its capability is materiel dominated (or vice versa) in the

scenario of interest (see para 2.4.6.1.
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In some instances you may find a unit is population limited

as.opposed to skill limited. That is, the team level reconstituted

is always the maximum level that could possibly be completed with the

total number of surviving assets. This. finding is a result of the

choke analysis. If the choke surplus i all zeros then all assets

on-hand were used and the choke need reflects a shortage of total

assets and not just a specific skill. In this case, additional

transfer possibilities will not enhance the unit capability. The

only way to increase the unit capability is to increase the total

assets available either through replacements or increasing their

* survivability (see also paragraph 2.4.4.2.4).

2
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CHAPTER 3

ANALYST - PROGRAMMER INTERFACE

3.1 INTRODUCTION

In order to properly input data for any computer program,

the data must conform to particular computer language specifications

and must be entered in a specific order. For the AMORE computer pro-

gram, the input data must conform, to formats and specifications of the

FORTRAN computer language. This chapter provides the bridge between

developing the input data (Chapter 2) and entering it into a computer.

The following section contains specific information needed

to prepare the input data for model entry. The section is subdivided

by data card tvoe (lo-ical record) The card tvoe numbers indicate

the sequencing order of the input data. Each subdivision contains a

brief discussion of the items on the card, a summnary of the card in-

put format, and a sample card image. Within each card type input for-

mat summary, the data items contained therein are progressively num-

bered for column usage from left to right. For each item's column

usage, a specific FORTRAN format, variable name and brief description

corresponding to that discussed earlier are displayed. The values

used in the sample card images come from the mechanized infantry corn-

* pany example of Chapter 2. Note that a "A" denotes a blank space.

Each input data card has been assigned a type designation

(1-14). If multiple cards are required, within a card type, sequence

number 1 through the number of cards required is assigned. If a single

card is required, sequence number 1 is assigned. These designators are

punched in card columns 76-80, with the card type in columns 76-77 and

the sequence number in columns 78-80.
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Whether batch processing (card inout) or time shiaring via

remote terminal are used, the same formatting for input must be used.

Therefore, the formatting instructions apply to both batch and remote

terminal processing and must be adhered to.

3.2 CARD INPUT FORMATS AND IMAGES

3.2.1 Card Type I

This card image is used to initialize six processing para-

meters. The first is the number of iterations to be executed. For

the example problem, fifty iterations were considered sufficient to

provide statistically correct results (ITRATE = 50). The second con-

trols whether or not an analysis of "choke" data is to be provided as

output. In accordance with the problem statement, "choke" data is

required (SCHOKE = 1). The third parameter governs the optional

printing of the assignment table(s). This is required as part of the

problem solution (ASSIGN - 1). The fourth parameter controls the num-

ber of solutions that are to be derived. For this exercise assume no

alternate solutions are desired for choke analysis (MULTF a 0). The

fifth parameter controls whether fixed transfer times or statistically

determined transfer times would be used for calculation of capability.

For this solution a random distribution of the transfer times is

desired (IMEANT - 0). The last (sixth parameter) permits the user to

have the program print input data without further processing in order

to verify data correctness without wasting valuable computer run time.

The use of good data processing techniques such as this is highly

desired and is used in this example (IONLY - 1). Following verifica-

tion of the input, the value of IONLY can then be changed to zero for

program execution.

Input formats and a sample card image appear in Figure 3-1.

These inputs are discussed in Sections 2.2.4.2 through 2.2.4.7.
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IR n

:ARD
7yp: FLAS RUN CONTROL ANC PROCESSING PARAMETERS (ONE CARD)

i r CARZ FORTRAN FORTRAN j ISA'4PL-
:,TV4I COLUMN FORMA7 VARIABLE DESCRIPTOt VALUE

NOTE: Stanard output for any rur isI t I {i-,"cability, over tie" tables; all
.other outpt is options].

1 1-5 15 ITRATE ITERATION F4LM o hemdls
No. of Iterations of the rodel esti- 50

ted to produce stktistica11y ,ynean-
, ingfui results. This vale must be

greater than or alQlI to bo for
proper program execution.

2 6-10 s15 SCHOKE CHOKE FLAG
TTrIMU.E7T. perform choke analysis;
print "nes & surplus tables. If
4JLTF 1 0 find alternate optimal solU-

- ( tions if they exist. If SCHOIKE-O, by-
OAss choke analysis.

3 11-15 ,ASSIN ASSIGjENT ATX LA6
I fif SSINlprin the assigwment

table for the optimal allocation of
available resources to make teana.
If ASSIGO., bywss these Procedures.

:; 1"° Fz LJ.LTIPLE oPTII'IA. ,OLUTON (lOS FLAG
S16-20 ss's ae Ierne llocations hving

I the sm time cost (transportation
algorithm). applies only to the

I choke analysis. If ULTF-l. find as
many solutions as possible I average.
If MU1.TF - 1. search for IlLTF solu-
tions & average. If MJLTF.O. findL ____- only one solution.

5 121-25 IS IMEAMT A
Tf NEANT cilculate capability 0
over time using randOmized Man
transfer times (standard run); if

._____ _ IMf.NTeI , use input man times.

6 ^6-30 15 OWLY INPUT OfLY E~f
if 1T1 N01T t inputs without pro- I
cessir them. If IOiLYO. Processing
occurs A input data as well as selec-
ted output are printed.

131-75 45X Bla-- lnk Blank

7 76-77 12 ITYPE CARD TYPE: ?TYPE - 1. value
of this card type (must be
specified).

a 76-40 13 ISE CARD Sa mCADTF: L3LQ - 1. heIrri

Sequence number for this Card
type (ant oe specified).

5O1~~AMAOMOAA~l... (45A) .. .A1 1

CARD TYPE 1 IMAGE

Figure 3-1. Card Type 1 Input Format and Sample Card Image
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3.2.2 Cara Tyoe

The purpose of this card is to input the number of time

slices at which capability after degradation is te) be evaluated. In

this case, measurements are to be taken at quarter hour intervals for

six hours or (6 x 4 = 24) time slices. The capability at zero, mini-

mum, and infinite times are automatically calculated and therefore are

not included in the summation of time slices.

Input formats and a sample card image appear in Figure 3-2.

CARD
TYPE NUMBER OF TIME SLICES ThIS RUN (ONE CARD)
$2

CARD FORTRAN FORTRAN SAMPLE
ITEM COLUMN PORMAT VARIABLE DESCRIPTION VALUE

1 1 -X5 15 TIMES No. of times unit capability will 24
be assessed after initial de-
gradation.

6 - 75 70X --- Blank Blank

2 76 - 77 12 ITYPE CARD TYPE: ITYPE a 2, value of 2
c type (must be speci-

fied).

3 78-80 13 ISEQ CARD SEQUENCE NUMBER FOR THIS
CARD TYPE: ISEQ a 1, card
sequence number (must be speci.fied).

/ ,&24 ... ( 70&) ... A2A E

CARD TYPE 2 IMAGE

Figure 3-2. Card Type 2 Input Format and Sample Card Image

3-4
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3.2.3 Card Type 3

This card inputs the time slices at which capability

measurements are to be taken following degradation. For the twenty-

four quarter hour slices, measurements are to be taken at 0.25, 0.50,

.. 0.75, ..., 5.75 and 6.00 hours following degradation. The following

format is used to input these time slices. Note that only seven times

per card can be entered. Therefore four cards are required (3 x 7 =

21 values on cards 1 - 3, and three values on the fourth card.)

Input formats and a sample card image appear in Figure 3-3.

This input is discussed in Section 2.2.4.1.

Ia
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CARD SPECIFICATION OF TIME SLICES (NTIMES VALUES. 7 VALUES/CARD)
TYPE Hours elapsed from time zero, at wtich time, capability is to oe

3 measured

CARD FORTRAN FORTRAN SAMPLE
IITEM COLUMN FORMAT VARIABLE DESCRIPTION VALUE

NOTE: All values must in-
clude a deciml Point, e.g.,
1.0 nrs or .10 nrs. The
TIMES values must be in as-
cending order.

1 1-10 F10.0 TIMES(l) First time of interest. 0.25

2 11-20 F10.0 TIMES (2) Second time of interest. 0.50

7 61-70 F10.0 TIMES (3) Seventh time of interest 1.75

71-75 1 ank Blank

a 76-77 12 ITYPE CARD TYPE - 3 3

9 78-80 13 ISEQ CARD SEQUENCE NUMBER: NoteI increfent card sequence by 1.

Card 4 /LA'Mt 5.5 O................... 3 AF

Card 3 /' _,a 3.75 ............. L .25AL A3A31

Card 2 /6AAAL2.00 .......... A3.50aAaa&L372

Card 1 / , 0,25LLLLL0.50 .... LL.75,,at3L&1i

CARD TYPE 3 IMAGES

Figure 3-3. Card Type 3 Input Format and Sample Card Image
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3.2.4 Care TVDe 4

This card type inputs the number of personnel skill aroups

found in the organization. The specific skill groups will be enterec

using Type 5 cards. There are thirty-five skill groups (thirty-five

cards) to be read in following this card.

Input formats and a sample card image appear in Figure 3-4.

CARD
TYPE NUMBER OF PERSONNJEL SKILL GROUPS (ONE CARD)
04

CARD FORTRAN FORTRAN SAMPLE
ITEM COL tM FORMAT VARIABLE DESCRIPTION VALUE

1 1 - 5 15 NTASKS(l) Number of personnel skill groups 35
to be analyzed.

6 - 75 7X - Blank Blank

2 76 - 77 12 ITYPE CARD TYPE a 4 4

3 78 - 79 13 IZEQ CAR SQENCE RUMBER:i S~~ingle -.arc

.............

CARD TYPE 4 IMAGE

Figure 3-4. Card Type 4 Input Format and Sample Card Image
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3.2.5 Card Tyoe 5

'Each card of this type contains the skill group name and the

initial sTrengtn of that skill group. One card will be read in for

each skill group. The total number of cards to be read is input by

card type 4. (The example has thirty-five skill groups, so thirty-

five type 5 cards are prepared). In order to minimize the discussion

on this card type, only the first and last (thirty-fifth) cards are

developed as examples. A maximum of twenty-eight characters can be

used to name each skill group; abbreviations are often used.

Figure 3-5 contains the input format and sample card image

for card types. The sample values used in the figure were obtained

from Figure 2-3.

ii
I
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CARD

TYPE SPECIFICATION Or SKILL GROUP NAMES AND INITIAL STRENGTIS

CARD FORTRAN FORTRAN SAMPLE
ITE? COLUMN FORMAT VARIABLE DESCRIPTION VALUE

- 8 A28 TASK(l,I) Skill Group Number l's name See

below

2 29 - 33 15 REG(l,l) Initial strength

34 - 75 42X Blank Blank

3 76 - 77 12 ITYPE CARD TYPE a 5 5

4 78 - 80 13 ISEQ Card Sequence NumberI

Ji

1 1 - 28 A28 TASK(35,1) Skill Group Number 35's name See
bel ow

2 29 - 33 I5 REG(35,1) Initial strength 2

34 - 75 42X Blank Blank

3 76 - 77 12 ITYPE CARD TYPE 55

4 78 - 80 13 ISEQ Card Sequence Number 35

Card 35 /Assistant Tow Gunner,...,'_,L2 ......... 53

Card I /Company Comvanaer--.,... . ............ 

CARD TYPE 5 IMAGES

Figure 3.5. Card Type 5 Input Format and Sample Card Image
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3.2.6 Card Type 6

Similar to card type 4, this card inputs the number of equip-

ment types to be considered in the analysis. The specific equipment

type input will be entered using card type 7. There are nineteen equip-

ment types (nineteen cards) to be read in following this card.

Input formats and a sample card image appears in Figure 3-6.

CARD
TYPE NUMBER OF EQUIPMENT TYPES (ONE CARD)
#6

CARD FORTRAN FORTRAN SA4PLE
ITEM COLUMN FORMAT VARIABLE DESCRIPTION VALUE

1 1 - 5 15 NTASKS (2) Number equipment types 19
I _to be analyzed.

6 - 75 70X --- Blank Blank

2 76 - 77 12 ITYPE CARD TYPE - 6 6

3 78 - 80 13 ISEQ Card Sequence Number 1

/ 9............ 6AA I

CARD TYPE 6 IMAGE

Figure 3-6. Card Type 6 Input Format and Sample Card Image
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3.2.7 Card Tvoe 7

Each card of this type contains the name of the equipment

type, the initial strength of the equipment type and the times (in

minutes) to repair light and moderate damage sustained by the equip-

ment type. The total number of cards to be read in is contained in

card type 6. (The example has 19 equipment types, so 19 type 7 cards

are prepared.) In order to minimize the preparation discussion on

this card type, only the first and last (nineteenth) cards are shown

as examples. As with personnel skill titles, a maximum of twenty-

eight characters are used to store each materiel title.

Figure 3-7 contains the input format and sample card image

for card type 7. Sample values used in the figure were obtained from

Figure 2-4.

I1
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TY 0E SPECIFICA7ION OF EOUIPMENT TYPE NAMES, !NITIAL STRENGTHS. AND REPAIF- i
71TMES rOR ILIG1 T AND MODEATE DAMAaE cTil CARD/ITYVT;

I RD TOR7TRA?.I FORTRXN SAMP'LE
* 7TE! COLUMN FORMAT VARIABLE DESCRIPTION VALUE

! II__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I - ZB A28 TASK(l,2) Name of eQuipment number 1 S

below

2 29 - 33 15 RG( I.2) Initial strength

3 - 3 1 IS REPTIM ,Mnutes to repair llgnt 6C(1,1) damge.

4 39 - 43 I5 REPTIM Minutes to repair moderate 240
(1,2) damage.

44 - 75 32X Blank Blank

5 76 - 77 12 ITYPE CARD TYPE - 7 7

6 78 - 80 13 ISEQ Card Sequence Nufber

1 I- 28 A28 TASK(19,2) Name of equipment number 19 SeeI ~ ~Below ,

2 29 - 33 is REG(l9.2) Initial strength 153

3 34 - 38 Is REPTIM Minutes to repair light 15
(19,1) damage.

4 39 - 43 15 REPTIM Minutes to repair moderate 60
(19,2) damage.

44 - 75 32X Blank Blank

5 76 - 77 12 ITYPE CARD TYPE - 7 7

6 76 - 80 :3 ZSEQ Card sequemce nwber 19

Card 19 /Rifle5.5 .. 153 15MA60. A7T1
Card 1 /Commander CarrierM...AAAAa6OAA240..A-A1I

Figure 3-7. Card Type 7 Input Format and Sample Card Image
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3.2.8 Card Tvoe 8

This card provides tne input of tne personnel transfer matrix.

The sample case requires a thirty-five by thirty-five matrix. Since

each card can only accommodate fifteen row values, each skill group

for this example will require three cards. (The first through fif-

teenth value on the first card, the sixteenth through thirtieth

value on the second card, and the thirty-first through thirty-fifth

value on the third card.)

Figure 3-8 contains the input format and sample card images

for the personnel transfer matrix. In order to shorten the summary

table for card type 8, only the first row is shown (a total of 105

(3x35) cards are required). Note a "-I" is entered when a transfer is

not permitted. Blank fields default to -1, which simplifies input of

the transfer matrix. Zero values must therefore be input as a 0. The

sample data used here was obtained from Figure 2-6.

I, The personnel matrix is an NTASKS(1) by NTASKS(I) matrix.

All zero and positive values represent the transfer time of the row

j skill to the column skill. Negative values indicate that the trans-

fer is not allowed. NOTE: Blank inputs are assumed negative values.

If the total time cost for a transfer is greater than or equal to

the last time slice (see Card Type 3), the transfer is assumed non-

feasible.

-.
)
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1

:ARC, PERSONNEL TRANSFER MATRIX ONE S7-E OF :ARDS!ROW: 15 VALUES/CARI: l
TYDE 71M-'- (MINUTES) FOR A ROW SKIL T SUBSTITUTE FOR A, COLUMN 3KLL

CARZI FORTRAN FORTRAN DESCIPTIO
:TE. COLUMN FORMAT VARIABLE ESRIPTIONALU

1 1 - 5 15 TRANP(1,1) Transfer time row 1 to col 1 0

2 5 - 10 T, TRAND,1.2) Transfer time row 1 to col 2 0

3 l' - 15 1s TRANP(I,3) Transfer time row 1 to col 3 0

15 71 - 75 i5 TRANP Transfer time row 1 to col
(1,15) 15

16 76 - 77 12 ITYPE CARD TYPE - 8 8

17 78 - 80 13 ISEQ Card Sequence Number I

1 1 - 5 i5 TRAMP Transfer time row 1 to col
(1,31) 31

2 6 - 10 Is TRAMP Transfer time row 1 to col 0
(1,32) 32

3 11 - 15 15 TRANP Transfer time row I to col 0
S(1,33) 33

4 16 - 20 15 TRAMP Transfer time row I to col 10
(1,34) 34

5 21 - 25 15 TRANP Transfer time row I to col U
(1,35) J$$

16 76 -77 I2 ITYPE CARD TYPE a 8 8

17 78 - 80 13 ISEQ Card Sequence NLmber 3

*Zeros must be input.

Card 3 hAAAA OAA A10M A0.......... An 3I

Card 1 &AAUA.A4ALApM ............ WDABAA 1

Figure 3-8. Card Type 8 Input Format and Sample Image

(
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3.2.9 Card Tyoe 9

This card provides the input of the materiel transfer

matrix. The sample case requires a 19 x 19 matrix. Since each carc

can only accommodate 15 row values, each skill group for this example

will require two cards. The input format for Card Type 9 is the same

as Card Type 8, except that the nui.ber of cards required to input

each row may differ.

CARD MATERIEL TRANSFER MATRIX (ONE SET OF CARDS/ROW; 15 VALUES/CARD)
TYPE TIMES (MINUTES) FOR A ROW TYPE TO S STITUTE FOR A COLUMN TYPE
#9

CARD FORTRAN FORTRAN SAMPLE
ITEM COLUMN FORMAT VARIABLE DESCRIPTION VALUE

1-15 TRANM The materiel transfer
(NTASKS matrix is an NTASKS (2)
(2), x NTASKS (2) matrix.
NTASKS(2)) This card set exactly

parallels CARD TYPE 8
for each materiel line.

ITYPE Card Type 9 9

_IISEQ Card Sequence Number 1-38

* CARD TYPE 9 IMAGE SAME AS CARD TYPE 8

Figure -9. Card Type 9 Input Format and Sample Image

)
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3.2.10 Card Tvoe 10

-7 This card type inputs the number of essential teams that

comprise the organization and the number of missions to be analyzed.

In the sample case, 18 personnel and materiel teams and one mission

are to be entered.

CARD
TYPE NUMBER OF ESSENTIAL TEAMS AND NUMBER OF MISSIONS (ONE CARD)
# 10

CARD FORTRAN FORTRAN SAMPLE
ITEM COLUMN FORMAT VARIABLE DESCRIPTION VALUE

NOTE: All missions must be
defined on the same set of
available resources. In-
ventory items in excess of
teams are spares.

1 I - 5 15 NTEAMS No. of teams 18

2 6-10 15 NMISON No. of missions to be
considered. 1I

11- 75 65X --- Blank Blank

3 76- 77 12 ITYPE CARD TYPE = 10 10

4 78- 80 13 ISEQ Card Sequence Number

' AAI 8aAAal AL... '. 0~

CARD TYPE 10 IMAGE

Figure 3-10. Card Type 10 Input Format and Sample Image

31
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3.2.11 ard Type 71I

This card type is used to input the requirements for essen-

tial teams. The personnel requirements for teams one through NTEAMS

are entered first, followed by the requirements for the materiel teams.

Input for each team requirement is the increase from previous teams

for each skill group or equipment type. Entering the requirements is

made easier by using a system which takes advantage of the typical team

build. Team requirements tend to have runs of the same number. For

example, the first essential personnel team of the example (Figure 2-13)

does not require any of the first six personnel skills, but does

require one of the seventh skill, the carrier driver on line number

seven. So, the first essential team has a run of six zeros before a

non-zero requirement is reached.

The technique used to enter the data is to have a two value

input system where the first value denotes the number of times the

second value is to be repeated in the array. The first value is a

multiplication factor and the second value is the associated require-

ment. In the example cited above, multiplication factor No. 1 is six

and requirement no. 1 is zero because the first six consecutive skill

groups have a requirement of zero. The number of multiplication fac-

tors (and corresponding requirements) depends upon the build of each

particular team. The sum of the multiplication factors for any team

must equal the number of skill groups or equipment types.

Figure 3-11 contains the card format and sample card image

for Card Type II. Only the first essential personnel team is shown,

although there are eighteen personnel and materiel essential teams.
By using this input system, only ten items are entered, rather than

the thirty-five which would be necessary if each skill group required
a value. The remaining personnel and materiel team requirements are
entered similarly.

3-17
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CARD REOUIREMENTS FOR ESSENTIAL TEAMS ORDERED BY PERSONNEL
TYPE AiD MATERIEL WITHIN MISSION (N0. OF CARDS VARY BY DATA

11 ITEMS 15 VALUES/CARD ONE SET/TEAM)

- CARD FORTRAN rSALE
ITEM COLUN FORMAT- VARIABLE DESCRIPTION VALUE

NOTE: Blank or Zero multiplication '

Hatretyis assumed to be one 1
thereoe a fiels s15 ana car
are read and used until all tasks are
counted. Blank ireument values e-
fault to zero values. Therefore, a
blank card will be read as 15 zeros.

1 1-2 L2 IPRND(1.1) Multiplication Factor No. 1 6

2 3-5 13 IPRND(1,2) Requirement No. 1 0

3 6-7 12 IPR(2,1) Multipllcation Factor No. 2 1

4 8-10 13 IPRN(2,2) Requirement No. 2 1

5 11-12 12 IPRN(3,1) Multiplication Factor No. 3 13

6 13-15 13 IPRND(3.2) Requirement No. 3 0

7 16-17 12 IPRN(4,I) Multiplication Factor No. 4 4

8 18-20 13 IPRND(4,2) Requirement No. 4 1

2M-1 . . 12 IPRND(M.1) The Mth multiPlication factor this 11
card (maximmw' of 15 allowed)

2M . . 13 IPRND(M.2) Requirement No. M 0

76-77 12 ITYPE CARD TYPE - 11 11

78-80 13 ISEQ Card Seouence Number 1

/lA6A"0,,AO 30A&Q~4A 11AA ..................................... "
or

t6aaA . l1AA.3 4A1 11A (Blank requirement value default is zero.)
pr,•

6A0A"l,113 0A4L111AA0 (Blank multiplication factor default is one(l).)

or
!A6A.M_ 113AA4Azl.. 4M , etc. (Eleven zeros result from the

remaining blank fields of the card.)

Figure 3-11. Card Type 11 Input Format and Sample Image
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3.2.12 Card Tve 12

For every PD set, this card type allows the input of up to

seventy-two characters to title the AMORE output. The title of the

sample case is "THE MECHANIZED INFANTRY COMPANY CONDUCTING THE ATTACK

MISSION." This title contains sixty-two characters, including spaces

between words. A good data processing habit is to center titles in

given fields. Therefore the number of character spaces for the left

and right margins would be (72-60)/2 = 5 characters each.

Figure 3.12 has the input format and sample card image for

Card Type 12.

CARD NAME OR DESCRIPTION (OFTEN BASED ON ASSOCIATED PD SET) THIS
, TYPE RUN OF PROGRAM AMORE (ONE CARD PER SET OF PERSONNEL AND

E 12 MATERIEL PDs)

CARD FORTRAN FORTRAN SAMPLE
ITEM COLIUN FORMAT VARIABLE DESCRIPTION VALUE

1 1 - 72 18A4 TITLE(18) Eighteen, four character As in
elements allowing 72 cha- text
racters of alphabetic
title information; one
title card must precede
each PD set.

72 - 75 X Blank Blank

2 76 - 77 12 ITYPE CARD TYPE a 12 12

3 78 - 80 13 Number (always 1)
Card Sequence

o / &..&THEaMECHANIZED,&INFANTRYACOMPANYaCONDUCTING4THE&TTACKAMISSION.. ' A11

CARD TYPE 12 IMAGE

Figure 3-12. Card Type 12 Inout Format and Sample Image

.r6
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Card TvDo 3

This card type inputs the probability of degradation (PD) for

particular personnel skill groups and the delay time in minutes for the

commander's decision. An examination of tne PD set shown in Figure

2-16 reveals that there are four different probabilities of degradation

for personnel (0.13, 0.14, 0.15 and 0.18). A type 13 card for each

of these PDs (containing the line numbers for all personnel skill groups

with that PD) will be prepared. The commander's decision time for

personnel is included on each card.

Figure 2-13 contains the input format and sample image for

card type 13. An example using a PD of 0.15 is shown in the figure.

Each card can accommodate a maximum of 13 personnel line numbers,

along with the PD and decision time. Note that two cards would be re-

quired to input the PD of 0.13 which applies to seventeen different

skill groups. Note also that if a single PD and decision time applies

to all skill groups, then only one card (with an entry of -1 for the

first line number) is required.

3
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CARr DEGRADATION PROBABIL;TIES AND DELAY TIMES FOR PERSONNEL BY SKILL
,YOE GROUPS (ONE SET OF CARDS: PD & DELAY TIME!CARD)

CARD FORTRAN FORTRAN SAMPLE
ITE COLUMN FORMAT VARIABLE DESCRIPTION VALUE

1 I - 5 FE.O TEMPPD(1) Probability of Degradation .15
(PD) for personnel skill
groups to follow (real no.<
1.0)

2 6 - 10 is ITEMPD Personnel commander's deci-
i sion (delay) time (rmin) t

assess damage and initiate
recovery actions.

3 71 - 15 15 INDEX(l) Line number of first person- 1
nel skill group having this

PD (NOTE: If this PD applies
to all skill groups, enter
-I in columns 14-15).

4 16 - 20 15 INDEX(Z) Line number of second skill 10
group.

5 21 - 25 15 INDEX(3) Line number of thlrd skill 15

group.

6 Z6 - 30 Is 11WEX(4) Line numoer of fourth skill 16
_____ _ i group.

15 70 - 75 15 INDEX(13) Last data line number this
card. If continuation cards
are needed, they must repeat
the PD and delay time.

16 76 -77 12 ITYPE CARD TYPE a 13 13

17 78 - 80 13 ISEQ Card Sequence Number

/ AO.15.AA5.....OA.15. 16 ... ............... 13AA1

CARD TYPE 13 IMAGE

* Figure 3-13. Card Type 13 Input Format and Sample Card Image
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3.2.14 Card Type 14

This card type, similar to card type 13, inputs tne PDs for

particular equipment types, and the delay time in minutes for the com-

mander's decision. As discussed in section 2.2.3, the PD set for mat-

eriel contains PDs for light, moderate and severe damage and the com-

rmander's decision time. The PD's are in the cumulative format.

Figure 3-14 contains the input formats for card type 14. In

addition, a sample card image with the cumulative PDs of 0.30, 0.22 and

0.08 is shown. The commander's decision time is ten (10) minutes for

all equipment types. For materiel PD sets, a maximum of eleven line

numbers can be input on each card. As with personnel, a -1 as the first

line number indicates that the PD's and decision time apply to all

equipment types.

{)

'I

I .)
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CARD DEGRADATION PROBABILITIES AND DELAY TIMES FOR MATERIEL BY EOUIPMENT
TY.a£ 'YPE (ONE SET OF CARDS; 1 PD SET, & DELAY TIME/CARD)
14

CARD FORTRAN FORTRAN SAMPLEITEM COLUMN FORMAT VARIABLE DESCRIPTION VALUE

I - 5 F5.0 TEMPPDO(1) Probability of light (or .30

9reazer) dlamage (PD) to the
equipment types with line
numbers entered on this

card.

2 6 - 10 F5.O TEMPPD(2) PD for moderate (or greater) .22
damage.

3 10 - 15 F5.0 TEIPPD(3) PD for severe damage. .08

4 16 - 20 i5 ITEPD Materiel Comander's deci- 10
D sion delay).

5 21 - 25 I5 INDEX(l) Line number of first eaulo- I
ment type for this PO (NOTE:
If this PD applies to all
equilment types, enter -1.)

I6) 26 - 30 15 INDEX(2) Line number of second equip- 7
_ fment type.

is 71 - 75 15 INOEX(I1) Last data line number this

card.

16 76 - 77 12 ITYPE CARD TYPE a 14 14

17 78 - 80 13 ISEQ Card Sequence Number 1

lAO 3 O Z2AO4A OAA 7'4.................. ...

.<1' CARD TYPE 14 IMAGE

Figure 3-14. Card Type 14 Input Format and Sample Card Image
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3.2.15 Sunmmarv of Input Reouirements

The previously outlined input requirements are summarized

in Figure 3-15. Each input deck must contain at least one card of

each type. Card types 1, 2, 4, 6 and 10 will have only one card in

the input data deck. The number of card images required for each of

the remaining card types is determined by other input variables and

can be determined from those variables. Card types 12, 13 and 14

form a set which may be repeated any number of times.

The card type and sequence number on each card is for user

convenience in sorting card decks and is not required for model pro-

cessing. The model will, however, print warning messages if these

are not in proper order.

I
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3.3 PROGRAM EXECUTION

The AMORE model is installed for use at the Fort Leavenworth,

Kansas, Data Processing Field Office (DPFO) computer facility. As with

any computer program, program AMORE must be prepared and organized to

adhere to certain sequential rules and specifications in order to pro-

perly execute on a specific computer. To do this, the user issues

instructions to the computer via punched cards (batch mode) or remote

terminal (time sharing mode). A sample of the UNIVAC required run-

stream is shown in Figure 3-15.

@RUN, 1/options [run-id, account, project-id, run-time/1
' deadline, pages/cards, start-time J

@ASG,A AMORE*AMORE.

@COPY,A AMORE*AMORE.AMORE/ABS-NEW

@FREE P4ORE*X21ORE.

@XQT

Your AMORE input deck

@FIN

(NOTE: The symbol @ represents a 7-8 multi-punch)
Figure 3-16. Sample AMORE Runstream

This runstream allows the user to access the model and copy

it into the temporary file structure assigned to his job. The FREE

statement is required to release the permanent file from your job so

that other users may access the model. The XQT statement causes execution

of the model on the data stream immediately following and must proceed

each data set when multiple executions (two or more complete AMORE input

decks) are desired. The RUN card should conform to DPFO operating
instructions.
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Some users may aesire to maintain a copy of the model in

their own allocated file space. This may De accomplished by modifying

the above runstream as follows:

Add before the COPY statement;

@ASG,A Your File.

Modify the COPY statement to;

@COPY,A AMORE*AMORE.AMORE/ABS-NEW, Your File.Your Element

Modify the XQT statement to;

@XQT Your File.Your Element

Any runs made subsequently should not include the statement @ASG,A

AMORE*AMORE., the COPY statement or the FREE statement.

The DPFO computer at Ft. Leavenworth has several versions of

the model with variations in the number of personnel tasks and materiel

line items which can be acconmodated. You should execute the smallest

version which will handle your particular data set. All versions are

included in the file AMORE*AMORE. In the COPY statement shown above

use the element name as shown below for a particular version.

ELEMENT NAME PERSONNEL SKILL GROUPS MATERIEL LINE ITEMS

AMORE/NEW-SMALL 20 20

AMORE/ABS-NEW 35 25

AMORE/NEW-MED 35 35

AMORE/NEW-LRG 50 50

AMORE/NEW-XLRG 80 50

All versions are limited to the following maximum values of the parameters
shown.

Total Individual Personnel plus Items of Equipment . 500

Number of Teams ........ .. .. .. ... .. 24

Number of Missions. ................. 3

Number of Times for Capability Assessment ...... .. 30
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